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Great Valley/Newtown Square, PA
Abington/North Hills, PA
'Returning Lettermen (10)
NO NAME CLASS POS HT
22 'Black, Steve SO G 6-3 185
10 'Burton, Phil JR G-F 6-5 175
24 •Butts, Albert SO F-C 6-9 215
31 * Davis, Dave SR G 6-4 175
14 *Gilmore, Ralph SR G 6-3 170
20 Greenberg, Chip FR G 6-4 185
25 Jones, Gary FR G 6-2 175
34 * Kerins, Dave SR F 6-6 210
11 * Lewis, Ralph SO F 6-5 180
21 *Philson, Dallas SO G 5-11 170
54 *Piotrowski, Tom SR C 7-1 240
23 *Tiano, Pete SO G 6-3 185
NUMERICAL ROSTER
10 Phil Burton 20 Chip Greenberg 23 Pete Tiano 31 Dave Davis
11 Ralph Lewis 21 Dallas Philson 24 Albert Butts 34 Dave Kerins
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LaSalle College, now in its 120th year of
service to higher education and the Philadel-
phia community, was founded March 20, 1863
by the Brothers of the Christian Schools and
derives its name from the founder of the Chris-
tian Brothers, St. John Baptist de LaSalle.
Today, almost 7,300 day and evening
division students attend classes on LaSalle's 58
acre campus located at 20th and Olney Avenue
adjacent to the historic East Germantown sec-
tion of the city.
Olney Hall, a multi-purpose modern facility,
contains 39 classrooms, 15 student seminars
and study rooms, and 107 faculty offices as well
as such special-purpose areas as a
planetarium, an amphitheatre, language labo-
ratories, and audio-visual rooms. It houses the
liberal arts area departments of English, educa-
tion, history, languages, political science, and
sociology.
Hayman Hall, the college's $4 million physi-
cal recreation center which opened in Septem-
ber. 1972, contains the Joseph Kirk Memorial
Natatorium with separate swimming and diving
facilities, an underwater observation deck, and
seats for 1,700 spectators. Three regulation-
size basketball courts, a one-twelfth mile in-
door suspended track, and areas for fencing,
wrestling, squash, handball, gymnastics, and
general exercise are the other features of the
complex.
Ten modern residence halls accommodate
1,000 out-of-town students. A $2 million, three-
story College Union Building includes a Little
Theatre as well as dining halls, assembly
rooms, ballroom, and other student facilities.
An annex to this building has recently been
added.
The $2.5 million Holroyd Science Center
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houses lecture rooms and laboratories for
study and research in biology, chemistry, geol-
ogy, physics, and psychology. The David Leo
Lawrence Memorial Library contains 190,000
volumes, periodical files for some 700 journals,
and a library annex in the former Wister gym-
nasium opened in January, 1974, increasing
library space by 50 percent.
The Army ROTC program is available to
freshmen, who may apply for ROTC scholar-
ships for advance studies. Some 92 men and
women are enrolled in the ROTC program.
LaSalle's day and evening divisions offer
degree programs in Arts and Sciences and
Business Administration. An MBA program
began in September, 1976. Graduate programs
are also offered in theology, education, and
bilingual/bicultural studies (Spanish). LaSalle
initiated Philadelphia's first Weekend College in
September, 1975, enabling men and women to
take courses exclusively on Saturdays and
Sundays. LaSalle also offers Evening Division
courses off-campus in Northeast Philadelphia,
Bucks County, and Center City. The 350 member
faculty is composed of Christian Brothers,
priests, and lay professors. The college has been
coeducational in the evening division since
February, 1967 and in its day school since Sep-
tember, 1970.
Students at LaSalle come from 21 states,
most of them located in the northeastern part of
the United States. Fourteen countries are rep-
resented in the student body. Over 75 percent
of them plan graduate work and about 1,000
degrees are conferred annually on day and
evening division seniors. LaSalle's alumni to-
tals 25,000 with more than 80 percent of them
still living in the tri-state areas of Pennsylvania,
New Jersey, and Delaware.
PRESIDENT
BROTHER F. PATRICK ELLIS, F.S.C., Ph.D.
Brother F. Patrick Ellis, F.S.C., Ph.D., be-
came La Salle College's 26th president on Jan-
uary 1, 1977 after having served as director of
development and vice president of the corpo-
ration of the college since June. 1969. Born in
Baltimore in 1928, he succeeded Brother
Daniel Burke, F.S.C., Ph.D., who served as the
president of the college for the previous seven
and one-half years.
Brother Ellis, a member of the Brothers of the
Christian Schools since 1946. joined the
LaSalle staff in 1960 as an assistant professor
of English. He has been at the college since
then except for a term as principal of LaSalle
High School, in Miami. Fla.. from 1962 to 1964.
Brother Ellis returned to LaSalle in 1964 and
served as director of the college's Honors Pro-
gram until 1969 when he was named director of
development and vice president of the Corpo-
ration. Brother Ellis was awarded a Lindback
Foundation Award for distinguished teaching in
1965 and currently holds the academic rank of
professor of English.
Brother Ellis served at Philadelphia's West
Catholic High School for boys from 1951 to
1958 and again from 1959 to 1960 in various
capacities including chairman of the English
Department and guidance director.
The author of numerous articles in educa-
tional publications. Brother also conducted a
"How to Read Great Books" series for the
"University of the Air" on Philadelphia's WFIL-
TV in 1961 and 1965. He is a member of Phi
Beta Kappa and was president of the Phi Beta
Kappa Association of Philadelphia for two
terms.
Brother Ellis, a 1946 graduate of Baltimore's
Calvert Hall College High School, received an
A.B. degree in English from the Catholic Uni-
versity of America, Washington. D.C.. in 1951.
He earned a master's degree and doctorate in
English from the University of Pennsylvania. He
has also studied at Barry College and the
Institut Catholique. in Paris.
A member of the Board of Trustees of
Manhattan College, N.Y.; and of St. Mary's
College, Winona, Minnesota, Brother Ellis is the
son of Mrs. Harry J. Ellis who lives at 820 Caton
Avenue, Baltimore.
He is chairman of the Campus Boulevard Con-
sortium, a cooperative organization of insti-
tutions on Olney Avenue.
He is a co-chairman of the Greater Phila-
delphia Partnership and on the executive com-
mittee of the Pennsylvania Association of
Colleges and Universities; vice chairman of the
Association of Catholic Colleges and Univer-
sities, and on the boards of the Afro-American
Historical Museum, the Friends of Independence
Hall, and the Community Leadership Seminar.
He is chairman of the board of Camp William
Penn. He has been named to a three year term





William D. Bradshaw, a 1969 graduate of La
Salle College, was named Director of Athletics
and Recreation in December of 1977.
Under Bradshaw's direction, the La Salle
athletic program has expanded to 22 inter-
collegiate sports and experienced renewed com-
prehensive success. Last year, Explorer athletic
teams posted their highest overall winning
percentage ever, while still graduating over 90 per
cent of its athletes. Team records for victories in a
season have been attained by the baseball, soc-
cer, cross country, and swimming teams on the
men's side and field hockey, volleyball, basketball
and softball teams for women during Bradshaw's
tenure as Athletic Director.
The 35-year-old Bradshaw is an active member
in the East Coast Conference, Eastern College
Athletic Conference as well as the Philadelphia
Big 5. He is a member of the ECAC Executive
Council and chairman of the conference's 1982-83
Gambling Committee. He also sits on the ECAC
Television Committee as well as the ECAC
Basketball Committee. Bradshaw continues to
serve as Vice-President of the East Coast Con-
ference and chairs the committee for ECC
Basketball.
During his collegiate athletic career, Bradshaw
was one of the top baseball players ever to wear
the Blue and Gold of La Salle. A second baseman
who captained the 1969 team, Bradshaw batted a
lofty .415 for his career which took him to profes-
sional baseball in the Washington Senators/Texas
Rangers organization. He had a career .315 bat-
ting average as a pro before his career was ended
by a broken ankle.
Before returning to his alma mater as AD, Brad-
shaw earned a master's degree in guidance and
counseling from Niagara University. He was also
coach of the Purple Eagle baseball team for three
seasons, and guided the 1974 team to a school
record 29 wins.
Bradshaw resides in Wyndmoor, PA with his




Joseph F. O'Donnell, a 1965 graduate of La
Salle College, was named associate athletic direc-
tor at his alma mater in 1978. Originally appointed
assistant athletic director in 1972, he continues to
serve as coordinator of Hayman Hall, the college's
$4 million physical education center.
After receiving his bachelor's degree in
economics from La Salle, O'Donnell taught social
studies at Father Judge High School until 1970. At
Father Judge, his high school alma mater, O'Don-
nell coached the school's soccer squad and was
credited with developing 28 All-Catholic players,
four of whom received All-Scholastic honors, and
one All-America status.
In 1970, O'Donnell served as a recreational
leader for the city of Philadelphia at the Jardel
Center. He was a member of the Department of
Recreation Soccer Committee, and also assisted
Bill Wilkinson with the 1970 Explorer soccer team
which posted the first winning season in the col-
lege's history. For the past two years, O'Donnell
has served as Chairman of the East Coast Con-
ference Swimming Committee.




Dave "Lefty" Ervin begins his fourth season at
the helm of the La Salle College basketball team
after posting his third consecutive winning cam-
paign last winter.
With a starting five consisting of four freshmen
and a junior, Ervin guided La Salle to a 16-13
record and the semi-finals of the East Coast Con-
ference Championships.
Ervin's career record stands at a fine 52-35, a
record which includes several stunning upsets. In
his first season, Ervin directed the Explorers to
their first win ever against Notre Dame, and his
second year he engineered an exciting triple
overtime win over Villanova, a game many long-
time Palestra fans rate as one of the best ever in
city series competition.
Last year, Ervin took one of the nation's
youngest teams into packed houses at Duke,
Brigham Young, San Francisco and Connecticut
and more than held his own. The Explorers
knocked-off such strong teams as Pennsylvania,
Notre Dame, St. Bonaventure and Rice last winter.
The 37-year-old Ervin is the fifteenth head coach
in the history of intercollegiate basketball at La
Salle. He was appointed on August 30, 1979, suc-
ceeding Paul Westhead, now head coach of the
Chicago Bulls of the National Basketball Associa-
tion.
A 1969 graduate of La Salle, Ervin served as an
assistant coach at his alma mater under Tom Gola
(1969-70) and Westhead (1971-77). During his
tenure as an assistant, the Explorers posted a
146-93 record and reached the 20-win plateau
three times, including the 1969 team which fin-
ished with a 23-1 record.
After the 1977 season, Ervin left La Salle Col-
lege and accepted the head coaching position at
La Salle High School, where he also taught
psychology. In only two seasons, he directed a
team which consisted of three starting
sophomores to a playoff appearance in the highly
competitive Philadelphia Catholic League.
Ervin was a fine two-sport athlete during his col-
legiate days at La Salle. In his senior year he cap-
tained both the Explorer basketball and baseball
teams. He set a school record for most ap-
pearances by a pitcher with 12, a record that stood
for 13 years. Ervin concluded his basketball
career with 756 points, including a career high 31
points against Syracuse. He was honored in his
senior year with the Joseph Schm.itz Jr. Award as
the senior who best exemplifies the high tradi-
tions of La Salle College in loyalty, sportsmanship
and courage.
Ervin, who is a prominent lecturer at numerous
basketball camps during the off-season, resides




Marcel Arribi enters his third season as an
assistant coach for the Explorers.
A 1974 graduate of Gannon University, Arribi
was a three-year performer for the Golden Knights
basketball team. He came to La Salle after a suc-
cessful stint as an assistant coach at his alma
mater.
A native of Cliffside Park, NJ, Arribi earned his
bachelor's degree in social studies at Gannon and
continued his education at Edinboro State College
where he received a master's degree in educa-
tional psychology in 1977.
ASSISTANT COACH
JOE MIHALICH
Joe Mihalich, a 1978 graduate of La Salle Col-
lege, begins his second year as an assistant
coach.
Mihalich was a four-year lettermen for the Ex-
plorers during his collegiate days, playing under
Coach Paul Westhead. He co-captained the 1978
La Salle team and was named the team's "Most
Dedicated Player" that season.
Mihalich returned to his alma mater last year
after a successful stint as an assistant coach at
DeMatha High School, a perennial power in the
Washington, D.C. area. At DeMatha, Mihalich serv-
ed under Morgan Wootten, the dean of high school
basketball coaches, for three seasons. As head
coach of the JV squad, Mihalich won 39 games
while dropping only five.
The 26-year-old Mihalich is currently pursuing a
master's degree in athletic administration at Tem-
ple University in addition to his coaching duties at
La Salle.
Joe and his wife Mary reside in Philadelphia.
ASSISTANT COACH
SAM RINES
Sam Rines enters his third season as a part-
time assistant on the staff of Coach Ervin.
Rines had been assistant basketball coach at
Abington High School in suburban Philadelphia
for seven years before arriving at La Salle. He has
also served as director and supervisor of the Ab-
ington Township Recreational Basketball Pro-
gram since 1975.
A 1968 graduate of Cheyney State College, the
38-year-old Rines earned a master's degree from
Beaver College in 1976.
Sam and his wife Fannie Elizabeth reside in
North Hills, PA with their three children, Donna,








Sophomore 20 6'3" 185 Guard
FULL NAME: Steven Gerald Black




HIGH SCHOOL COACH: Mark Levin
CAREER HIGH POINTS:
31 vs Rice— 12/19/81
STEVE BLACK
Burst onto the national scene as a freshman last
season after leading all first-year Division I
scorers with a 20.0 per game average...Was
named East Coast Conference "Rookie of the
Year" after leading the conference in
scoring. ..Was cited by Basketball Weekly and
Basketball Times as a freshman All-America and
also by The Sporting News as an honorable men-
tion All-America. ..Was the first player in the
history of the Philadelphia Big 5 to win both the
Kaselman Award (best free throw percentage) and
the Palumbo Award (high scorer in the city) in the
same year. ..Was named first-team All-Big 5 and
All-East Coast Conference... His tremendous
jump-shooting ability and lightening quick moves
to the basket resulted in double figure scoring in
27 consecutive La Salle games...Has already
assaulted the school's record book, breaking
Michael Brooks' mark for scoring average by a
freshman... His 561 points is the 13th highest ever
scored in a single season by an Explorer
player. ..Could become La Salle's 23rd player to
reach 1,000 career points this season. ..Coach Er-
vin says, "Just about every time we stepped on the
floor, Steve Black was the best player out there."
COACH'S COMMENT
"He's one of the premier talents at guard in


























Junior 21 6'5" 175 Forward
FULL NAME: Phillip Allen Burton
DATE OF BIRTH: 11/30/61
HOMETOWN: Philadelphia, PA
MAJOR: Business
HIGH SCHOOL: Ben Franklin
HIGH SCHOOL COACH: Ken Hamilton
CAREER HIGH POINTS:
10 vs Xavier— 12/10/80
vs Drexel— 2/25/81
PHIL BURTON
Averaged 5.5 points and 2.5 rebounds in his
sophomore season... Has greatly improved his
shooting touch and should be much more of a
scoring threat this season playing solely as a for-
ward... Has tremendous leaping ability and has
gained strength over the summer which should
help his rebounding production this winter...
A
smooth lefthander who has very fluid moves to the
basket and is extremely quick. ..An All-City selec-
tion at Ben Franklin High School where he averag-
ed 17 points and 12 rebounds per game.
COACH'S COMMENT
"Phil's gotten bigger and stronger and much more
confident. He'll play his most natural position at
forward this season."
YEAR G FG-FGA PCT FT-FTA PCT REB AVG A AVG PTS AVG
80-81 27 45-108 .417 41-63 .651 75 2.8 26 1.0 131 4.9
81-82 19 39-96 .407 26.46 .565 47 2.5 16 0.8 104 5.5
Career 46 84-204 .412 67-109 .615 122 2.7 42 0.9 235 5.2
ALBERT BUTTS
Sophomore 21 6'9" 215 Forward/Center
FULL NAME: Albert Butts
DATE OF BIRTH: 12/11/60
HOMETOWN: Philadelphia, PA
MAJOR: Communications
HIGH SCHOOL: South Philadelphia
HIGH SCHOOL COACH: Mitch Snyder
CAREER HIGH POINTS:
18 vs West Chester— 3/3/82
ALBERT BUTTS
A starter in his first year of collegiate ball last
season and was the second leading rebounder in
the conference with an 8.8 per game
average. ..Was hampered during several games
with a pulled hamstring but his aggressive style of
play was still felt under the boards... Is also a fine
inside scorer, averaging 9.0 points per game last
season... His rebounding will be a big key for the
Explorers this season in a stepped-up offensive
game-plan. ..Was chosen by Basketball Times as a
freshman All-America honorable mention last
winter. ..Came to La Salle via South Philadelphia
High School and Frederick Military
Academy. ..Averaged 23 points and 17 rebounds
per game at Frederick. ..Is also one of the top
defensive forwards on the team.
COACH'S COMMENT
"Albert possesses great rebounding and inside
scoring potential. In his second year we're all look-
ing for him to exploit those tremendous abilities."
YEAR G FG-FGA PCT FT- FTA PCT REB











Senior 21 6'4" 175 Guard 31
FULL NAME: David James Davis
DATE OF BIRTH: 12/11/60
HOMETOWN: Pickerington, OH
MAJOR: Accounting
HIGH SCHOOL: Cumberland Valley
HIGH SCHOOL COACH: James Dooley
CAREER HIGH POINTS:
7 vs West Chester— 1/9/80
DAVE DAVIS
Saw action in 20 games last season, several as a
starter. ..A fine outside shooter with excellent
range, he is frequently employed to break zone
defenses... His fine size makes him valuable as
either a guard or small forward.. .Was an All-State
high school player at Cumberland Valley (OH)
where he averaged better than 23 points per
game. ..Coach Ervin says, "Don't give him any
room or it's all net."... Has been a valuable role
player during his career, capable of scoring at all
times.
COACH'S COMMENT
"As a sometimes starter the past two years, he
always gave stability. We're going to need more of
the same this year."
YEAR G FG-FGA PCT FT-FTA PCT REB AVG A AVG PTS AVG
79-80 15 4-12 .333 1-3 .333 10 0.7 3 0.2 9 0.6
80-81 20 6-12 .500 2-7 .286 11 0.6 1 0.1 14 0.7
81-82 20 19-52 .365 3-7 .429 21 1.1 14 0.7 41 2.1
Career 55 29-76 .382 6-17 .353 43 0.8 18 0.3 64 1.2
RALPH GILMORE
Senior 21 6'3" 170 Guard
FULL NAME: Ralph Edward Gilmore
DATE OF BIRTH: 10/10/61
HOMETOWN: Arlington, TX
MAJOR: Biology
HIGH SCHOL: Monsignor Nolan
HIGH SCHOOL COACH: John Dickerson
CAREER HIGH POINTS:
4 vs Lehigh— 2/24/80
vs West Chester— 1/19/81
vs Idaho State— 12/12/81
vs Villanova— 1/27/82
RALPH GILMORE
A fine ballhandler and defensive guard who filled
in very well at the point guard slot last
season. ..With a young group of backcourt players
on the roster this season, his experience will be
called upon frequently... His consistent outside
shooting touch gives the Explorers an added scor-
ing weapon from the point guard position. ..Com-
piled impressive credentials at Monsignor Nolan
High School in Arlington, TX where he was All-
Catholic All-America, All-State and District
MVP. ..Coach Ervin says, "I know his defense and
intelligence will help us alot this year."
COACH'S COMMENT
"I've had the pleasure of coaching and knowing
Ralph for four years. His growth as a player and
person has been wonderful to watch."
YEAR G FGFGA PCT FT-FTA PCT REB AVG A AVG PTS AVG
79-80 14 3-9 .333 5-7 .714 3 0.2 5 0.3 11 0.8
80-81 8 1-7 .143 4-4 1.000 3 0.4 1 0.1 6 0.8
81-82 16 8-16 .500 7-9 .778 9 0.6 14 0.9 23 1.4
Career 38 12-32 .375 16-20 .800 15 0.4 20 0.5 40 1.1
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CHIPGREENBERG
Freshman 18 6'4" 185 Guard
FULL NAME: Charles Michael Greenberg
DATE OF BIRTH: 4/9/64
HOMETOWN: Abington, PA
MAJOR: Business
HIGH SCHOOL: La Salle
HIGH SCHOOL COACH: Les Burke
CHIPGREENBERG
The most heavily recruited player in southeastern
Pennsylvania last season after an outstanding
career at La Salle High School. ..Averaged 21
points and 10 rebounds per game on his way to
first-team All-State honors...Was the MVP in the
prestigious Dapper Dan Roundball Classic in Pitt-
sburgh this spring. ..Was only the third player in
the history of La Salle High to surpass the 1,000
point barrier and finished his high school career
as the second leading scorer in the school's
history behind only former La Salle College and
NBA great Tom Gola...ls expected to help the Ex-
plorers early form his guard slot... Brings a reputa-
tion as an extraordinary passer and very in-
telligent player to La Salle... Has strong family ties
at La Salle, as his father Hank and uncle Charlie
were both basketball players at La Salle. ..His un-
cle played for the 1954 NCAA Champion
Explorers.
COACH'S COMMENT




Freshman 18 6'2" 175 Guard
FULL NAME: Gary Jones




HIGH SCHOOL COACH: Ed Cochrane
GARY JONES
An extremely quick guard who will contribute im-
mediately to the Explorers... In La Salle's full-court
defense and breaking offense, he will show the
skills which he used to set the Pennsbury High
School records for steals and assists for a
career. ..Averaged 13.9 points and 12.3 rebounds
per game to earn first-team All-State last
season...Was also a stand-out for Pennsbury's
track team last season, finishing second in the
state in the 110-meter high hurdles in a school
record of :14.1...Was selected Honorable Mention
All-America last season as well. ..Showed an all-
around character in being awarded the American
Legion Award for Academics, Sportsmanship and
Citizenship and the Sons of the Revolution Award
for the same outstanding qualities... His leaping
ability will enable him to get the ball off the boards
and start the break when he is not leading it with
his great ballhandling and passing qualities.
COACH'S COMMENT
"He's "jet-quick" and a great ballhandler who can
"D" it up with the best."
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DAVE KERINS
Senior 21 6'6" 210 Forward
FULL NAME: David Joseph Kerins
DATE OF BIRTH: 3/19/61
HOMETOWN: Media, PA
MAJOR: Marketing
HIGH SCHOOL: Cardinal O'Hara
HIGH SCHOOL COACH: Bud Gardler
CAREER HIGH POINTS:
5 vs West Chester— 1/9/80
DAVE KERINS
Could take-on a larger role this season as his re-
bounding talents will be needed on an Explorer
team which is a bit small after Piotrowski and
Butts. ..Seems to have fully recovered from a knee
injury which limited him to nine games last
season. ..His size and aggressiveness makes him
a punishing force under the basket. ..An accurate
shooting touch also makes him a constant scor-
ing threat as well. ..Came to La Salle after an All-
Philadelphia Catholic League career at Cardinal
O'Hara High School.
COACH'S COMMENT
"Dave's muscle and experience will be needed
under the boards this season."
YEAR G FG-FGA PCT FT-FTA PCT REB AVG A AVG PTS AVG
79-80 4 5-8 .625 3-4 .750 4 1.0 3 0.8 13 3.3
80-81 16 5-13 .385 4-5 800 12 0.7 1 0.1 14 0.9
81-82 9 4-11 .364 6-8 .750 7 0.8 3 0.3 14 1.6
Career 29 14-32 .438 13-17 .765 19 1 ; 0.2 41 1.4
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RALPH LEWIS
Sophomore 19 6'5" 180 Forward
FULL NAME: Ralph Adolphus Lewis




HIGH SCHOOL COACH: Vince Miller
CAREER HIGH POINTS:
26 vs Dayton— 2/6/82
RALPH LEWIS
A walk-on to the Explorer roster last season who
impressed the coaching staff enough to earn a
starting position by mid-season... Finished the
season as one of the top scorers and rebounders
for the Explorers with 9.1 scoring and 6.3 reboun-
ding marks... Exploded for career high 26 points
against Dayton and also had 16 rebounds in that
same game. ..Uses his quickness and great leap-
ing ability to maximum efficiency as a small for-
ward. ..Voted East Coast Conference "Rookie of
the Week" after his performance against
Dayton. ..Suffered an ankle injury over the summer
but is in top form for the '82-83 season. ..Was an
All-Public selection at Philadelphia's Frankford
High School.
COACH'S COMMENT
"Ralph is the man of surprise. He walks-on, wins a


























Sophomore 21 5'11" 170 Guard
FULL NAME: Dallas Philson
DATE OF BIRTH: 5/9/61
HOMETOWN: Philadelphia, PA
MAJOR: Liberal Arts
HIGH SCHOOL: South Philadelphia
HIGH SCHOOL COACH: Mitch Snyder
CAREER HIGH PONINTS:
16 vs St. Bonaventure- 12/30/81
DALLAS PHILSON
Joined the Explorers in late December last season
and made an immediate contribution at the point
guard position. ..An excellent ballhandler and
defensive guard, he stabilized the team at
guard. ..Can add scoring punch from the point, as
he did against St. Bonaventure with a 16 point
game, with an accurate rainbow jump shot... Led
the Explorers in average steals per game last year
with a 1.4 average and was also the top free throw
shooter on the squad with an 83.7 percentage. ..An
extremely quick player who is an accurate passer,
his skills may be showcased more this season in a
more stepped-up game.
COACH'S COMMENT




























Senior 22 7'1" 240 Center
FULL NAME: Thomas Tracy Piotrowski
DATE OF BIRTH: 10/17/60
HOMETOWN: Newtown Square, PA
MAJOR: Communication
HIGH SCHOOL: Great Valley
HIGH SCHOOL COACH: Bob Clark
CAREER HIGH POINTS:
27 vs Canisius— 2/3/82
TOM PIOTROWSKI
Had his best season ever in the Blue and Gold,
averaging 11.1 points and 7.0 rebounds per
game. ..Was dominating in the season opener
against Duke and also against Canisius when he
scored his career high of 27 points. ..Was a main
force in La Salle's drive to the ECC semi-finals,
scoring 23 points and grabbing 22 rebounds
against Bucknell... Possesses a soft shooting
touch inside where he can score with either a
jumper of deft hook shot. ..The tallest player ever
to play for La Salle, he has become more physical
with each season and his rebounding average
should continue to rise this winter... Nearly doubl-
ed his scoring and rebounding numbers from his
first two years as an Explorer last season. ..Coach
Ervin notes, "He has improved to the point where
he is a constant, legitimate force."
COACH'S COMMENT
"The harder he works and the more ag-
gressiveness he shows, the greater benefit he will
be to himself and our team."
YEAR G FG-FGA PCT FT- FTA PCT REB AVG A AVG PTS AVG
78-79 12 2-8 .250 4-6 .667 13 1.1 1 0.1 8 0.7
80-81 27 84-172 .488 36-49 .735 95 3.5 8 0.3 204 7.6
81-82 29 133-261 .510 56-88 .636 202 7.0 5 0.2 322 11.1
Career 68 217-441 .497 96-143 .650 310 4.6 14 0.2 534 7.9
18
PETE TIANO
Sophomore 20 6 53" 185 Guard
FULL NAME: Peter William Tiano
DATE OF BIRTH: 5/31/62
HOMETOWN: North Hills, PA
MAJOR: Computer Science
HIGH SCHOOL: Abington
HIGH SCHOOL COACH: Jim Wilkinson
CAREER HIGH POINTS:
16 vs Temple— 2/28/82
PETE TIANO
Made the difficult transition of a high school scor-
ing guard to a collegiate point guard with fine
results last season. ..Quarterbacked the club for
the majority of the '81-82 season and was the se-
cond leading assist man on the squad. ..Showed
his diversity by playing the off guard slot against
Temple and responded with his career high in
points... Missed several early season games with
an injury which forced some shuffling in the Ex-
plorer lineup... Had an outstanding high school
career at Abington High where he was named All-
Suburban I and All-Area as a senior.
COACH'S COMMENT
"Every team needs a player that's perfectly fun-
damental, always knows what he's doing and






























Name Played Games Avg. Points
Michael Brooks 1977-80 114 23.1 2,628
Tom Gola 1952-55 118 20.8 2,462
Ken Durrett 1969-71 71 23.6 1,679
Hubie Marshall 1965-67 74 21.3 1,576
Bill Taylor 1973-75 82 18.9 1,554
Larry Foust 1947-50 103 14.2 1,464
Larry Cannon 1967-69 75 19.0 1.430
Frank Corace 1962-64 73 19.3 1,411
Kurt Kanaskie 1977-80 105 12.9 1.356
Charlie Wise 1973-76 97 12.8 1,245
Norman Grekin 1951-53 88 14.1 1,243
"Mo" Connolly 1977-80 107 11.5 1,232
Bernie Williams 1967-69 74 16.6 1,230
Jim Crawford 1971-73 77 15.8 1,213
Fred lehle 1950-53 94 12.8 1,204
Robert Walters 1944-47 80 14.9 1,193
Alonzo Lewis 1954-57 82 13.8 1,137
Donn Wilber 1974-77 90 12.5 1,127
Joe Bryant 1974-75 55 20.3 1,118
Bob McAteer 1960-62 69 15.3 1,056
George Paull 1964-67 74 13.7 1,016




Coach Service Won ILost Avg.
Dave "Lefty" Ervin (3) 1979-82 52 35 .598
Paul Westhead (9) 1971-79 142 105 .575
Tom Gola (2) 1969-70 37 13 .740
Jim Harding (1) 1968 20 8 .714
Joe Heyer (2) 1966-67 24 27 .471
Bob Walters (2) 1964-65 31 17 .646
Donald "Dudey" Moore (5) 1959-63 79 37 .681
Jim Pollard (3) 1956-58 48 28 .632
Kenneth Loeffler (6) 1950-55 145 30 .829
Charles McGlone (3) 1947-49 60 16 .789
Joseph Meehan (3) 1944-46 29 29 .500
"Obie" O'Brien (2) 1942-43 25 21 .577
Leonard Tanseer (8) 1934-41 88 59 .598
Thomas Conley (2) 1932-33 27 11 .711
James J. Henry (D 1931 15 4 .769
Totals 51 Years 822 440 .651





(Eliminated in First Round)
Western Kentucky 68 LaSalle 61
1950
(Reached Quarter-Finals)
LaSalle 72 Arizona 66
Duquesne 49 LaSalle 47
1951
(Eliminated in First Round)
St. Louis 73 LaSalle 61
1952
(Won Championship)
LaSalle 80 Seton Hall 76
LaSalle 51 St. John's 50
LaSalle 59 Duquesne 46
LaSalle 75 Dayton 64
1953
(Seeded in Quarter-Finals)
St. John's 75 LaSalle 74
1963
(Eliminated in First Round)
St. Louis 62 LaSalle 61
1965
(Eliminated in First Round)
Detroit 93 LaSalle 86
1971
(Eliminated in First Round)




LaSalle 76 (OT) Fordham 74
LaSalle 88 N. Carolina St. 81
LaSalle 64 Navy 48
LaSalle 69 Penn State 54
LaSalle 92 Bradley 76
1955
(Eastern Champions and National
Runner-up)
LaSalle 95 W. Virginia 61
LaSalle 73 Princeton 46
LaSalle 99 Canisius 64
LaSalle 76 Iowa 73
San Francisco 77 LaSalle 63
1968
(Eliminated in First Round)
Columbia 83 LaSalle 69
1975
(Eliminated in First Round)
Syracuse 87 (OT) LaSalle 83
1978
(Eliminated in First Round)
Villanova 103 LaSalle 97
1980
(Eliminated in First Round)













Game: ... 51. Michael Brooks, vs. Brigham Young.
Dec. 15. 1979
Half: 33. Hubie Marshall, vs. Albright,
Dec. 1, 1965
Opponent, game: 52, Calvin Murphy, Niagara,
Dec. 16, 1967
Season: 750. Tom Gola. 31 games, 1955
Season Average: 27.0, Ken Durrett,
21 games, 1971
Career: 2628. Michael Brooks, 114 games,
1977-1980
Career Average: 23.6. Ken Durrett, 71 games,
1969-1971
FIELD GOALS MADE
Game: 24 (36 atts.). Michael Brooks, vs.
Brigham Young, Dec. 15. 1979
Opponent: 20. Joe Steiner, Bucknell.
Feb. 7. 1962
Season: 290. Michael Brooks. 31 games. 1980
Season Percentage: 58.8. (288-490)
Michael Brooks, 30 games, 1978
Career: 1064. Michael Brooks. 114 games.
1977-1980
Career Percentage: 53.8 (1064-1976),
Michael Brooks. 114 games. 1977-1980
FIELD GOALS ATTEMPTED
Game: ... 36. Michael Brooks, vs. Brigham Young,
Dec. 15. 1979
Opponent: 40. Joe Steiner, Bucknell,
Feb. 7. 1962
Season: 624, Tom Gola, 31 games. 1955
Career: .. 2222, Tom Gola, 118 games, 1952-1955
FREE THROWS MADE
Game: 17 (18 atts.), Bob McAteer. vs.
W. Kentucky. Mar. 2, 1962
Opponent: 18. Bob McNeill. St. Joseph's.
Feb. 26. 1958
18. Darrel Carrier. Western Kentucky,
Feb. 25. 1964
Season: 202, Tom Gola, 31 games, 1955
Season Percentage: 91.7, (55-60)
Kurt Kanaskie. 21 games, 1979
Career: .... 654. Tom Gola, 118 games, 1952-1955
Career Percentage: 86.3 (157-182),
Kevin Lynam. 101 games, 1977-1981
FREE THROWS ATTEMPTED
Game: 21. Bob Fields, vs. Rider. Mar. 1. 1971
Opponent: 23, Howie Landa, Lebanon Valley,
Jan. 15. 1965
Season: 267. Tom Gola. 31 games, 1955
Career: .... 877, Tom Gola, 118 games. 1952-1955
REBOUNDS
Game: 37. Tom Gola. vs. Lebanon Valley,
Jan. 15, 1965
Opponent: 33, Art Beatty, American,
Jan. 10. 1967
Season: 652, Tom Gola, 30 games. 1954
Career: .. 2201. Tom Gola. 118 games. 1952-1955
ASSISTS
Game: 13. Darryl Gladden, vs. Delaware,
Dec. 7. 1978
13, Charlie Wise, vs. Memphis, State.
Jan. 8. 1975
Opponent, game: 13, Joe Rogers. Villanova,
Feb. 14. 1976
Season: 186. Darryl Gladden, 30 games. 1978






Game: 125. vs. Loyola (Ca.). Feb. 4. 1967
Half: 67. vs. St. Francis (Pa.). Jan. 28. 1967
Opponent, game: 121. Miami. Fla..
Jan. 23. 1964
Combined: 226. (123-103) vs. American.
Feb. 3. 1979
Season: 2588. in 30 games. 1978
Points per game: 89.0. in 24 games. 1969
Opponent, season: 2491. in 30 games. 1978





Consecutive: 18. Jan. 4. 1969-Dec. 10. 1969
Conference, regular season: 9. 1979
Conference, consecutive: 15. Jan. 11. 1978-
Feb. 3. 1979
Hayman Hall, consecutive: 16. Dec. 1. 1975-
March 2. 1981
Palestra, consecutive: 19. Feb. 28. 1968-
Dec. 16. 1969
FIELD GOALS MADE
Game: 57. vs. American. Feb. 3. 1979
Percentage: 67.1 (57-85). vs. American.
Feb. 3. 1979
Opponent: 49. Villanova Jan. 27. 1982
Season: 1047. in 30 games. 1978
Percentage: 50.1 (992-1982). 31 games. 1980
FIELD GOALS ATTEMPTED
Game: 1 12. vs. Furman, Feb. 6. 1954
Opponent: 105. Creighton. Feb. 1. 1954
Season: 21 1 1 . in 30 games. 1978
FREE THROWS MADE
Game: 39. vs. Bucknell. March 1, 1982
Opponent: 39. Kentucky. Dec 2. 1978
Season: 585. in 31 games. 1955
FREE THROWS ATTEMPTED
Game: 51. vs. Duquesne. Feb 16. 1954
Opponent: 52. North Carolina State.
Jan 23. 1954
52. Kentucky. Dec. 2. 1978
Season: 879. in 28 games. 1953
REBOUNDS
Game: 85. vs. Brandeis. Jan. 8. 1955
85. vs Syracuse. Dec 27. 1954
Opponent: 79. St. Josephs. Jan. 8. 1966
ASSISTS
Game: 35. vs. Loyola (Ca). Feb. 4. 1967




(Bold Face Name: 1982-83 Opponents)
Last
First Last LaSalle






























































First Last LaSalle Opponent
Opponent W L Met Met Victory Victory
Geneva 3 1938 1952 1952 (103-74)
Gettysburg 11 2 1946 1968 1968 (96-58) 1962 (57-44)
Haverford 3 1932 1944 1944 (56-42)
Hofstra 13 3 1969 1982 1982 (67-64) 1977 (92-81)
Holy Cross 3 1 1949 1975 1975 (89-64) 1974 (94-80)
Houston 1 1976 1976 1976 (90-87)
Idaho 1 1951 1951 1951 (60-49)
Idaho State 1 1 1980 1981 1980 (88-83) 1981 (86-68)
Illinois Wesleyan 1 1939 1939 1939 (25-23)
Indiana 1 1 1957 1969 1969 (108-88) 1957 (93-80)
lona 2 1 1954 1981 1966 (94-72) 1981 (95-71)
Iowa 2 1954 1955 1955 (76-73)
Kansas 2 1952 1976 1976 (74-73)
Kentucky 3 1954 1979 1979 (109-77)
Kutzown State 1 1 1945 1945 1945 (64-48) 1945 (54-53)
Lafayette 29 10 1903 1981 1981 (69-60) 1982 (67-65)
Lebanon Valley 4 1939 1955 1955 (112-70)
Lehigh 13 1 1959 1982 1982 (94-69) 1972 (69-64)
Lock Haven 1 1947 1947 1947 (69-36)
Long Island U. 3 5 1936 1970 1970 (68-53) 1942 (61-37)
Louisville 2 5 1949 1978 1966 (96-92) 1978 (113-85)
Loyola (CA) 7 2 1955 1972 1971 (74-53) 1972 (86-80)
Loyola (MD) 25 1 1934 1954 1954 (97-62) 1944 (53-45)
Maine 2 1976 1977 1977 (91-76)
Manhattan 17 6 1913 1976 1964 (75-62) 1976 (79-78)
Marquette First Meeting
Marshall 1 2 1943 1971 1971 (76-75) 1970 (97-88)
Massachusetts 1 1972 1972 1972 (82-75)
Memphis State 1 1 1975 1976 1975 (93-84) 1976 (81-77)
Miami (FL) 9 4 1951 1970 1970 (97-77) 1970 (103-96)
Michigan 1 1976 1976 1976 (86-71)
Millersville State 19 1 1939 1962 1962 (102-62) 1958 (90-80)
Minnesota 1 1966 1966 1966 (92-87)
Missouri 1 1981 1981 1981 (83-74)
Montana 1 1979 1979 1979 (91-78)
Moravian 4 1941 1948 1948 (79-58)
Morehead State 3 1 1945 1968 1968 (81-73) 1945 (54-47)
Morris-Harvey 3 1934 1942 1942 (39-27)
Mt. St. Mary's 4 4 1931 1939 1939 (34-26) 1933 (21-14)
Muhlenberg 23 8 1941 1963 1963 (88-49) 1959 (92-75)
Murray State 1 1952 1952 1952 (105-82)
Navy 1 1954 1954 1954 (64-48)
Nebraska 1 1 1967 1972 1967 (99-76) 1972 (75-60)
Newark 2 1942 1943 1943 (50-35)
New Mexico State 1 1973 1973 1973 (76-70)
N.Y.U. 1 1953 1953 1953 (80-63)
Niagara 20 15 1934 1981 1981 (72-71) 1.977 (66-64)
North Carolina State 1 1947 1947 1947 (65-62)
North Carolina 5 7 1949 1968 1968 (68-63) 1961 (71-68)
U.N.C. at Charlotte 1 1978 1978 1978 (68-67)
Northwestern 1 1964 1964 1964 (91-69)
Notre Dame 2 9 1972 1982 1982 (66-61) 1981 (60-59)
Ohio State 1 1978 1978 1978 (86-83)
Oklahoma 1 1945 1945 1945 (52-38)
Oklahoma A&M 1 1940 1940 1940 (33-16)
Oklahoma City 1 1967 1967 1967 (108-97)
Pennsylvania 14 21 1934 1982 1982 (77-75) 1981 (67-62)
Penn State 2 1954 1969 1969 (70-55)
Philadelphia
Pharmacy 5 1935 1980 1980 (87-58)
Philadelphia Textile 2 1931 1932 1932 (31-10)
Princeton 2 1 1932 1974 1974 (83-78) 1932 (25-24)
Providence 2 2 1937 1977 1976 (75-73) 1977 (75-62)
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Last Last
First Last LaSalle Opponent
Opponent W L Met Met Victory Victory
Purdue 1 1980 1980 1980 (90-82)
Rhode Island 4 1977 1981 1980 (84-76) 1981 (70-60)
Rice 2 1941 1981 1981 (64-58) 1942 (51-41)
Richmond 1955 1958 1958 (59-55)
Rider 19 5 1933 1982 1982 (79-70) 1981 (80-63)
Roanoke 1 1937 1939 1937 (32-29) 1939 (31-30)
Rutgers 1 1961 1975 1974 (82-76) 1975 (96-82)
San Diego State 1 1977 1980 1977 (88-84) 1980 (93-67)
San Francisco 5 1949 1973 1973 (74-73)
Santa Clara 3 1941 1981 1941 (41-37) 1981 (93-74)
Scranton 17 9 1932 1960 1960 (82-77) 1952 (55-52)
St. Bonaventure 2 2 1958 1981 1981 (68-65) 1978 (108-95)
St. Francis (NY) 7 2 1937 1948 1948 (53-52) 1943 (47-41)
St. Francis (PA) 3 1947 1969 1969 (107-95)
St. Johns (NY) 3 3 1936 1965 1956 (85-76) 1965 (78-71)
St. Joseph's 41 43 1901 1982 1981 (58-56) 1982 (83-71)
St. Louis 1 4 1951 1963 1954 (96-82) 1963 (62-61)
Seattle 2 1965 1966 1966 (84-68)
Seton Hall 12 11 1932 1966 1965 (101-71) 1966 (93-92)
South Carolina 1 1969 1969 1969 (62-59)
Southern California 3 1948 1973 1973 (77-72)
South Floiida-Tampa 1 1981 1981 1981 (82-62)
Southern Methodist U. 1 1977 1977 1977 (94-86)
Stanford 2 1953 1974 1974 (77-66)
Stetson 3 1 1978 1982 1982 (71-69) 1979 (90-76)
Susquehanna 2 1946 1947 1947 (47-43)
S.W. Missouri State 1 1953 1953 1953 77-70)
Syracuse 14 14 1955 1978 1970 108-101) 1978 (106-96)
Temple 32 40 1900 1982 1980 (70-62) 1982 (86-72)
Temple Pharmacy 2 1 1931 1932 1932 33-17) 1931 (32-17)
Tennessee 2 1970 1977 1977 (92-85)
Texas A&M 2 1976 1980 1980 72-67)
Texas Tech 1 1975 1975 1975 73-64)
Texas Wesleyan 1 1948 1948 1948 69-66)
Toledo 1 4 1941 1950 1949 (62-51) 1950 (59-55)
Towson State First Meeting
Tulsa 1 2 1940 1972 1971 (63-61) 1972 (80-77)
UCLA. 2 1 1950 1955 1955 85-77) 1950 (62-57)
Upsala 2 1935 1936 1936 31-24)
Ursinus 1 1932 1932 1932 29-26)
Utah 1 2 1947 1955 1948 52-46) 1955 (76-69)
Utah State 1 2 1964 1980 1964 90-85) 1980 (89-88)
Valparaiso 2 1957 1958 1958 97-86)
Vanderrjilt 1 1967 1967 1967 (100-95)
Vermont 5 1977 1980 1980 81-61)
Villanova 17 17 1934 1982 1980 84-83) 1982 (117-82)
Virginia 2 1948 1958 1958 72-64)
Wake Forest 1 1 1953 1974 1953 76-59) 1974 (95-90)
Washington 1 1977 1977 1977 (114-94)
Washington College 3 1940 1942 1942 60-33)
West Chester 36 6 1932 1982 1982 71-56) 1940 (30-27)
Western Carolina
1 1981 1981 1981 (58-55)
Western Kentucky 13 15 1948 1979 1979 90-66) 1975 (91-87)
West Virginia 3 1955 1968 1968 100-83)
Widener 11 3 1936 1978 1978 83-75) 1939 (36-31)
William & Mary 1 1949 1949 1949 63-51)
Wisconsin-Green Bay First Meeting
Wyoming 1 1943 1943 1943 (56-32)
Wyomissino, P.I. 2 1940 1941 1941 (54-41)
Xavier(OH) 2 1 1958 1980 1980 (70-65) 1958 (76-65)
Yale 1 1970 1970 1970 (81-59)
Youngstown State 1 1 1952 1953 1953 (94-41) 1952 (68-57)
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EXPLORER RESULTS YEAR BY YEAR
(Since World War II)







Loyola (Md.) 82 42
Atlantic City Hospital .. 66 64
Atlantic City Navy 37 40
Rider 56 45
Atlantic City Navy 44 52






Phila. Navy 48 71







194647 (Won 20, Lost 6)
Opponent LSC OPP
Boston College 76 41
Lock Haven 69 36
Loyola (Md.) 71 46







North Carolina U 65 62
Albright 65 62
Millersville 74 32
'Middle Atlantic Conference Playoffs




Loyola (Md.) 64 62
Moravian 79 58
Arkansas 69 58
Lebanon Valley 77 43







1948-49 (Won 21, Lost 7)
Opponent LSC OPP




Brigham Young 76 54
Millersville 65 52
Albright 58 45
Georgia Tech 67 59
Louisville 76 71
San Francisco 45 51
Muhlenberg 73 56
Holy Cross 63 61
Loyola (Md ) 85 61
Toledo 62 51




Coast Guard 44 58
Drexel 95 34
Kutztown 64 48
St. Joseph's 36 39
Loyola 59 44
U.S. Marines 78 53
Drexe! 75 46
Rider 69 63
Oklahoma U 38 52
Opponent LSC OPP
Catholic U 54 37
St. Joseph's 38 36
Scranton 41 65
Naval Hospital 69 71
Georgetown 55 53









Loyola (Md.) 59 49
Catholic U 68 33
St. Joseph's 48 45
Georgetown 59 65
Lebanon Valley 72 59
Albright 55 47
Seton Hall 54 46
St. Francis (Pa.) 67 55




Temple , 52 54
Texas Wesleyan 69 66
Albright 68 30
St. Joseph's 65 70
Loyola (Md.) 74 58
St. Francis (N.Y.) 53 52
Pennsylvania 55 43
Muhlenberg 74 68
St. Francis (N.Y.) 59 50
Cincinnati * 47 55
Gettysburg 78 62




St Josephs 78 41







N Carolina St 56 60
Gettysburg 93 60
'Cincinnati 49 50
'William & Mary 63 51




Loyola (Md.) 73 51
Temple 60 55
UCLA 57 62
San Francisco 44 46
Georgetown 90 58
Western Kentucky 80 69
Bowling Green 72 62
Bloomsburg 67 41
N. Carolina St 66 51
Albright 84 37
St. Joseph's 74 53
'National Invitation Tourney
1950-51 (Won 22, Lost 7)
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 57 39
Loyola (Md.) 70 42
Albright 58 51
St. Joseph's 81 63
Gettysburg 70 65
Niagara 82 56
Western Kentucky 63 73
Idaho 60 49
Temple 82 65
Baldwin Wallace 86 67
Bowling Green 85 57
Duquesne 43 53
Geneva 87 58
St. Joseph's 77 64
Scranton 80 60
'National Invitation Tourney
1951-52 (Won 25, Lost 7)
Opponent LSC OPP
Loyola (Md.) 93 66
Niagara 85 74
Millersville 66 45




Western Kentucky 67 58
St. Louis 46 62
Temple 75 59
Eastern Kentucky 77 56
Scranton 92 55
Muhlenberg 95 77
Loyola (Md.) 91 65
St. Joseph's 53 54
Temple 65 50
'National Invitation Tourney
f U.S. Olympic Trials





West Chester 111 60
Dayton 73 64






Wake Forest 76 59






St. Joseph's 79 50
Baldwin Wallace 91 65
Toledo 55 59









N. Carolina St 74 76
Loyola (Md.) 71 42
Temple 54 59
Lafayette 71 64
Miami (Fla.) 95 84
Miami (Fla.) 75 77












Murray State 105 82
Pennsylvania 75 58




'Seton Hall 80 76




St. John's 71 62
•Kansas 65 70




St Joseph's 79 52
Eastern Kentucky 89 67
Loyola (Md.) 73 61
Duquesne 74 66







'St John's (N.Y.) 74 75
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1953-54 (Won 26, Lost 4)
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 79 57







tSt. Louis 77 63
'Niagara 50 69
Brigham Young 74 62
Temple 77 63






1954-55 (Won 26, Lost 5)
Opponent LSC OPP
Millersville 88 72
Loyola (South) 85 71
P.M.C 94 39
Niagara (OT) 76 75
Lafayette 76 60
Utah 69 79





St. Louis 88 79
Brandeis 102 56
Muhlenberg 88 79
Lebanon Valley 112 70












*San Francisco 62 79
•Syracuse 75 72
*St. John's (N.Y.) 85 76
St. Joseph's 56 69












N. Carolina St 83 78
•Western Kentucky 76 89
•Seton Hall 82 72
•Valparaiso 103 73
Manhattan 81 72
St. Joseph's 85 97
Cincinnati 58 74
•Orange Bowl Classic (Miami)
Opponent LSC OPP
Dayton 82 58
N. Carolina St 83 78






St. Joseph's 78 64
St. Louis 96 82
Fordham (OT) 76 74
N. Carolina St 88 81
Navy 64 48
Penn State 69 54
Bradley 92 76
Opponent LSC OPP
N. Carolina St 73 76








Temple (OT) 59 57




"San Francisco 63 77
Opponent LSC OPP
Seton Hall 63 64
Richmond 74 59























St. Joseph's 61 57







Niagara (OT) 69 68
•Virginia 72 64
•Richmond (OT) 59 55
Syracuse (OT) 59 55
Muhlenberg 67 61










N. Carolina St 67 82

















Morehead State 63 58
Syracuse (OT) 84 90
Georgetown 80 79








N. Carolina St 68 71






















Xavier (Ohio) 65 76
Muhlenberg 82 80
St. Bonaventure 71 91
Temple 61 71
West Chester 68 66
Scranton 86 60
N. Carolina St 62 71
St. Joseph's 77 82
Morehead St 89 86
Seton Hall 80 79
Villanova 75 64
Opponent LSC OPP
Western Kentucky 74 96
Pennsylvania 70 73
Muhlenberg 75 92




St. Joseph's 63 70
West Chester 85 67
Xavier (Ohio) 99 80
Villanova 57 63
Opponent LSC OPP
Western Kentucky 70 76
West Chester 85 68










West Chester 83 67
Temple 57 63
Western Kentucky 69 73



















Western Kentucky 88 84
Villanova 67 75
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*Brigham Young 73 84
•Delaware 80 64
'Bowling Green 74 67




+ National Invitation Tourney
































1965-66 (Won 10, Lost 15)
Opponent LSC OPP
Albright 97 73
Western Kentucky 67 93




'Brigham Young 71 69
•Temple 59 66
•Minnesota 87 92


















St. Louis 61 62
Opponent LSC OPP
Miami (Fla.) 99 121
Georgetown 81 85
Gettysburg 50 46
St. Joseph's 80 70
Manhattan 75 62
Villanova 63 59
Seton Hall 68 75
Temple 57 63
Canisius 91 81
Western Kentucky 95 107
Utah State 90 85
Loyola (South) 61 63
Opponent LSC OPP
Pennsylvania 78 64





Western Kentucky 91 77
Seton Hall 101 71
Georgetown 88 80




Utah State 97 109
Seattle 68 84








Miami (Fla.) 102 108
1966-67 (Won 14, Lost 12)
Opponent LSC OPP
Gettysburg 103 67









Bowling Green 78 77
St. Francis (Pa.) 84 74
American U. (OT) 90 94
Opponent LSC OPP
Syracuse 81 102
W. Kentucky 86 95
Creighton (OT) 88 83
Loyola (South) 125 80
Temple 65 79




St. Joseph's 85 96
Lafayette 85 72
JSt. Joseph's 73 70
-Temple 61 78
"Vanderbilt Tourney (2nd Place)
Quaker City Tourney (5th Place)
tMiddle Atlantic Conference (2nd Place)








N. Carolina St 68 63
Louisville 71 94
West Virginia 100 83
Syracuse 78 68
Miami (Fla.) 92 84
St. Joseph's 103 71
Loyola (La.) 71 51
Syracuse 105 81
Boston Garden Tourney (3rd Place)
NCAA Tourney (Eliminated)
Holiday Festival, N.Y. (5th Place)
Middle Atlantic Conference Playoffs
Opponent LSC OPP
Western Kentucky 79 84
Pennsylvania 45 57
Duquesne (OT) 80 79
Creighton 71 77
West Chester 79 55
Lafayette 74 45
Temple 64 60
American U 74 65
Canisius 80 64
Villanova 56 64
Morehead State 81 73









































•ECAC Quaker City Tournament (2nd Place)




Eastern Kentucky 84 82
Marshall 88 97






St. Joseph's (2 OT) 99 101
Syracuse 108 101
Temple 61 69
"Volunteer Classic, Knoxville. Tenn.











Western Kentucky 80 102







American U 106 86
Niagara 101 90




1970-71 (Won 20, Lost 7)
Opponent LSC OPP
Albright 89 59
Long Island 68 53
Miami 97 77
Marshall 76 75
W. Chester 82 68
Penn 88 107
'Georgia 50 42
'Boston College 75 63
Tulsa 63 61
Temple 63 58

















St. Joseph's 56 66
Rider (OT) 82 84
•Lafayette 74 71
+ St. Joseph's (OT) 76 81
67 70




















































































Holy Cross 89 65
Canisius 69 70
* Clemson 67 63
* Texas Tech 73 64
f Furman ' 69 64
t Alabama 77 73
Hofstra 91 64
Memphis State 93 84
Niagara 81 71
St. Joe's 68 60
* Dayton Invitational
t Sugar Bowl Classic
East Coast Conference
t NCAA Tournament








* Texas A&M 59 57
* Kansas 73 74
Maine 104 88
# Michigan 71 86
# Houston 87 90

















t Syracuse 83 87
Drexel 64 77
St. Joseph's 75 86
Biscayne 83 64
Providence 75 73
Memphis State 77 81
Temple 63 67
















+ U. of S. California























*Cable Car Classic (Oakland, Cal.)
+ Quaker City Tourney (Philadelphia, Pa.)






Holy Cross 94 80
Pennsylvania 82 84
# Wake Forest 90 95
# Western Kentucky 76 65
# Stanford 77 66
# Manhattan 65 73
# Princeton 83 78
Niagara 67 65

























St. Joseph's 73 75
Temple 78 54
Notre Dame 78 98
American 95 83




t Delaware 78 69
t Rider 84 68
t St. Joseph's 71 76
* Jay Hawk Classic
# Las Vegas Tournament








t Tennessee 85 92
tSMU 94 86
# San Diego St 88 84
# Washington 94 114
Rhode Island 61 70
Canisius 65 49
Drexel 55 51
St. Joseph's 69 61















Notre Dame 77 113
• Delaware 84 77
• Lafayette 86 80









Rhode Island 73 78
* East Carolina 96 95
* UNCC 67 68
Pennsylvania 75 78
# Louisville 85 113
# Ohio State 83 86















Notre Dame 90 95





St. Bonaventure 95 108
Vermont 100 64
• St. Joseph's 89 82
• Delaware 97 85
• Temple 73 72
t Villanova 97 103
1979-80 (Won 22, Lost 9)
Opponent LSC OPP





* Texas A&M 72 67
* Brigham Young (30T). . .106 108
t Utah State 88 89
t Idaho State 88 83
Niagara 95 83








* ECC Playoff Game
* NCAA Tournament
Opponent LSC OPP
Notre Dame 62 60










• Temple 70 62
• Lafayette 70 62
• St. Joseph's 59 49
• Purdue 82 90








Florida Southern 73 84
Stetson 76 90
* Montana 78 91
* Cal State-Fullerton 75 84
Rhode Island 80 83
Lafayette 95 80
Western Kentucky 90 66
Rider 100 83
Opponent LSC OPP









St. Joseph's 87 94
Hofstra 87 73
Notre Dame 70 93
# Hofstra 84 77
# St. Joseph's 63 68
(OT)







Villanova (30T) 84 83
* San Diego State 67 93












De Paul 62 69
Lehigh 73 67
St. Joseph's 58 56






Rhode Island 60 70
• Drexel 66 69
Note: 1981-82 results are listed on page 34.
Steve Black, City Series Scoring Champion of '81'82,
in action vs. St. Joseph's.
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• BIG FIVE HISTORY
The Philadelphia Big 5, a unique affiliation in college
basketball, enters its 27th season of competition with all
signs pointing to another great year.
With La Salle, St. Joseph's, Villanova, Temple and Penn-
sylvania challenging the best teams from throughout the
nation, millionsof fanshavecometothe Palestratocatch
the action. This season should be no different, as formid-
able opponents such as Notre Dame, Duke, Georgetown,
West Virginia, Syracuse and Southern Methodist will be
on hand to meet Big 5 teams.
Interest in the Big 5 has also grown to the point where a
television contract with WKBS-TV 48 in Philadelphia and
a radio deal with WCAU-AM, one of the strongest stations
in the nation, have been worked out to give the Big 5 even
more exposure.
Groundwork for the formation of the Big 5 began in
1 953, and the idea became a reality when the group was
officially announced at a press conference on November
23, 1953. On December 3, 1955, La Salle hosted
Muhlenburg and Rhode Island visited St. Joseph's in the
inaugural games for the Big 5.





Michael Brooks 1976-77, 1977-78,
1978-79, 1979-80
Joe Bryant 1973-74, 1974-75
Larry Cannon 1966-67,1967-68,1968-69
Frank Corace 1962-63, 1963-64, 1964-65
Jim Crawford 1972-73








Hubie Marshall 1965-66, 1966-67
Fran O'Malley 1955-56








LA SALLE'S CITY CHAMPIONS
1956-57





















EAST COAST CONFERENCE HISTORY
With the addition of women's sports and new con-
ference member Towson State University, the East
Coast Conference is embarking on a new era in 1982.
Formally the University Division of the Middle Atlantic
Conference, the ECC began operation in July of 1974.
There is East and West competition in all sports, with
conference champions advancing to NCAA competition.
East Division members include American University,
Drexel University, Hofstra University, La Salle College
and Towson State University. West members are
Bucknell University, University of Delaware, Lafayette
College, Lehigh University and Rider College.
All twelve schools are members of the Eastern Col-
lege Athletic Conference and the National Collegiate
Athletic Association, competing for the most part in
Division I.





St. Joseph's 10-1 25-5
American 8-3 21-9












Hofstra 71 Lafayette 64
La Salle 81 Bucknell 72
American 84 Lehigh 56
Drexel 49 Delaware 45
QUARTERFINAL ROUND:
St. Joseph's 65 Hofstra 57
La Salle 71 West Chester 56
American 71 Rider 65
Drexel 61 Temple 55
SEMIFINAL ROUND:
St. Joseph's 83 La Salle 71
Drexel 68 American 62
FINAL ROUND:
St. Joseph's 75 Drexel 65
33
1981-82 SEASON STATISTICS
PLAYER G FG-FGA PCT FT-FTA PCT RBS AVG PF-D A BLK S PTS AVG
Black 28 221-458 48.3 119-143 83.2 95 3.4 87-5 80 4 34 561 20.0
Piotrowski 29 133-261 51.0 56-88 63.6 202 7.0 91-8 5 28 8 322 11.1
Lewis 25 83-174 47.7 61-100 61.0 158 6.3 50-1 34 16 34 227 9.1
Butts 27 76-181 42.0 90-146 61.6 238 8.8 75-1 12 19 22 242 9.0
Philson 20 60-142 42.3 36-43 83.7 41 2.1 43-0 50 3 28 156 7.8
Hagwood 29 59-162 36.4 67-96 69.8 122 4.2 75-1 5 15 1 185 6.4
Burton 19 39-96 40.7 26-46 56.5 47 2.5 19-0 16 3 9 104 5.5
Tiano 27 33-101 32.7 38-47 80.9 46 1.7 63-2 73 1 30 104 3.9
Harvey 3 4-7 57.1 1-1 100.0 1 0.3 0-0 2 2 9 3.0
Clark 19 16-35 45.7 12-27 44.4 35 1.8 26-0 4 8 9 44 2.3
Davis 20 19-52 36.5 3-7 42.9 21 1.1 19-0 14 4 41 2.1
Kerins 9 4-11 36.4 6-8 75.0 7 0.8 11-0 3 3 14 1.6
Namiotka 17 7-23 30.4 12-21 57.1 14 0.8 16-1 5 2 7 26 1.5
Harter 11 6-13 46.2 4-4 100.0 8 0.7 7-0 2 16 1.5
Gilmore 16 8-16 50.0 7-9 77.8 9 0.6 15-0 14 3 23 1.4
TEAM REBOUfyIDS .
29




INDS. . . . LASALLE-75 I
194 2074
DPP-64
LSC TOTALS 768-1732 44.3 319 99 71.5







* Western Carolina (N)























































t Golden Gate Invitational
# Connecticut Mutual Classic
• ECC Playoff Game
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1982-83 PRE-SEASON OUTLOOK
Last season, La Salle head basketball coach
Dave "Lefty" Ervin went through an ordeal that
makes coaches age quickly. With a starting line-
up of four freshmen and a junior, Ervin had to
reach back for added patience as his team made
typical freshman errors.
It is said, however, that the best thing about
freshmen is that they become sophomores, and in
1982-83 the Explorers have what could be termed a
veteran nucleus that should let Coach Ervin sleep
easier at night.
"With the entire starting unit returning intact, I
would hope we'd be much more stable from the
first game on," says the fourth year La Salle
coach. "I feel we had a very good second half of
the season, and to a person there was improve-
ment. I hope we can continue to improve."
The Explorers did indeed have a strong second
half of the season, finishing with a 16-13 record
and reaching the semi-finals of the East Coast
Conference Championships.
Of the returning players in the Explorer starting
five, sophomore guard Steve Black is the main
cog. The leading freshmen scorer in NCAA Divi-
sion I a year ago, Black thrilled crowds from
California to Connecticut with his acrobatic drives
and his pin-point jump shooting. Ervin would like,
however, to take some of the pressure off his 20.0
point per game scorer this year.
To help do that, the coach recruited a pair of
Pennsylvania All-State guards in Chip Greenberg
and Gary Jones. "With the addition of Greenberg
and Jones, we have a luxury at guard," says Ervin.
"Steve will be able to pace himself a little more
and we'll be able to rest him alot more," adds the
coach.
Another factor that may necessitate added rest
for not only Black but the rest of the Explorers is
the new game-plan for La Salle this winter. With
the depth at the guard slot, Ervin plans to press
and fast-break a great deal more. "We are going to
fast-break alot more by design this year and also
play 90-foot defense."
The main people in the Explorer running game
will be greyhounds such as Black, returning for-
ward Ralph Lewis, returning guards Dallas
Philson and Pete Tiano, as well as Greenberg and
Jones.
Lewis had an excellent season last winter after
making the Explorer roster as a walk-on. An ex-
cellent leaper, the 6'5" Lewis finished the year as
the team's third leading scorer and rebounder.
"Lewis should continue his growth pattern," says
Ervin.
Philson and Tiano shared the point guard duties
a year ago as freshman, and the experience they
gained will be invaluable this season. Greenberg
should also fit right into the Explorer game plan.
The MVP of the prestigious Dapper Dan Roundball
Classic in Pittsburgh, Greenberg was the most
highly recruited schoolboy in Pennsylvania last
season. Jones, a state champion sprinter in high
school last spring, should also feel at home in La
Salle's "stepped-up" offense.
Dave Davis, a 6'4" guard with a fine outside
shot, and 6'3" Ralph Gilmore are seasoned guards
who will also see action. Davis contributed in
many games last season as the big guard, while
Gilmore made the most of his opportunities as a
point guard.
When La Salle slows the ball down, the impos-
ing sight of 7'1" Tom Piotrowski will be present.
Piotrowski had his best season ever in the Blue
and Gold last year, averaging 11.1 points and 7.0
rebounds a game. Coach Ervin would like to see
more explosions, like the 27 point game against
Canisius, from his big center. "I think you will see
Tom emerge as a solid low post scorer this year.*'
says Ervin.
To get the rebounds and start the Explorer fast-
break will be 6'9" Albert Butts, the second leading
rebounder in the ECC a year ago. A very physical
player, Butts should team with Piotrowski to help
La Salle control the boards.
Beyond Piotrowski and Butts
(
the Explorers "do
not have alot of size," admits Ervin. The coach is
confident, however, that this duo can handle the
board duties, and that his forward reserves will
also help. Of the reserves Ervin will look to are 6'6"
Dave Kerins, a rugged forward who was slowed
last year by a knee injury, and 6'5" leaper Phil Bur-
ton. "We're going to need rebound help so one of
those two must come through," notes Ervin.
Another demanding schedule faces the Ex-
plorers in 1982-83. A road date with Notre Dame
and tough tournaments at Marquette and Marshall
will make the Explorers earn their wins. La Salle
will face Cincinnati in the first round of the
Milwaukee Classic while Texas A&M awaits in the
Marshall Tournament. The team must also face
Western Kentucky on the road while hosting Duke
University in the Palestra. As usual, the
Philadelphia Big Five will be strong and com-
petitive.
Coach Ervin seems ready for the challenges
ahead. "This season will be alot more fun for me,




Wednesday, December 1, 1982, 8:00 P.M.
at Hayman Hall, Philadelphia, PA
Series Record




Colors Orange & Blue
Conference ECC (West)
President Dr. Dennis O'Brien




Head Coach Charles R. Woollum
Years and Record 7 years, 93-95




Last Met 1981 LSC-81 B-72
THE BISONS
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Andrews, Jay SO G 6-4 175 Gaithersburg, MD
Barry, Ray SR F 6-4 180 Towson, MD
Cody, Craigg SR F 6-7 190 Allentown, PA
Cosimano, Carl JR G 5-10 190 Washington, D.C.
Lezanic, Mark FR G 5-11 165 Indiana, PA
McGregor, Wes SR G 6-4 165 Baltimore, MD
Moss, Ray SR F 6-6 205 North Huntingdon. PA
Puriefoy, Cal JR G 6-1 165 Yeadon, PA
Rizzo, Mike SR F-C 6-7 210 Spring Valley, NY
Romberger, Matt JR F 6-6 190 Gilbertsville, PA
Schrader, Steve FR F 6-6 190 Mt. Airy, MD
Sigl, Ed Jr F-C 6-8 210 Union, NJ






1 at LA SALLE

































































































The first-round play-off game of the
ECC's belonged to Tom Piotrowski as
he gra bbed a career high 22 rebou nds




Saturday, December 4, 1982, 3:00 P.M.
at the Delaware Field House, Newark, DE
Series Record
La Salle 14 Delaware 1
Location Newark, DE
Enrollment 13,000
Nickname Fightin' Blue Hens
Colors Royal Blue & Gold
Conference ECC (West)
President Dr. E. A. Trabant
Athletic Director David M. Nelson
Publicity Ben Sherman
Office Phone (302)738-2186
Home Phone (302) 737-3379
Head Coach Ronald G. Rainey
Years and Record 6 years, 57-101
Asst. Coach Ted Zawacki
Captains TBA
1981-82 Record 9-17
Last Met 1981-82 LSC-71 D-66
THE FIGHTIN BLUE HENS
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Angielski, Brian JR F 6-6 190 East Brunswick. NJ
Carr, Tim SR C 6-10 200 Phoenixville, NJ
Chamberlain, Jon JR G 5-10 155 Horse Head, NY
Dove, John JR F 6-4 185 Olney, MD
Novak, Ralph JR G-F 6-4 185 Sayreville. NJ
O'Donnell. Len SO F 6-6 210 West Milford, NJ
Ross. Cliff SR G-F 6-2 150 Weston, CT
Staudenmayer.JohnSR G 6-0 180 Philadelphia, PA



































66 La Salle 71




52 New Hampshire 64
49 Glassboro 48
88 Widener 69
















LAST MEETING— December 5, 1981
La Salle ran its winning streak over
the Hens to 14 with a 71-66 win at the
Palestra. Steve Black scored 23 points





Wednesday, December 8, 1982, 7:00 P.M.
at the Palestra, Philadelphia, PA
Series Record




Colors Blue & White
Conference Atlantic 10
President Dr. Frank Newman




Head Coach Claude English
Years and Record 1 year, 10-17
Asst. Coach Charles Mc Grath
Captains TBA
1981-82 Record 10-17










































3 & 4 Stanford Tournament
8 at LA SALLE






8 at Old Dominion









12 at Penn State
15 at St. Joseph's













56 Old Dominion 62
94 Oregon 95
79 Bethany-Nazerine 78
83 Arkansas (Little Rock) 68
51 Lamar 63
67 Widener 62
69 West Virginia 71
72 Duquesne 82
71 George Washington 76
50 Rutgers 57
47 Providence 49
57 West Virginia 59
44 Boston College 46
59 George Washington 54
71 Rutgers 78
63 Pittsburgh 66
91 St. Bonaventure 60
70 Holy Cross 75
70 Massachusetts 60
67 Pittsburgh 81





LAST MEETING— FEBRUARY 28, 1981
Four URI players hit double-figures in
Providence as La Salle dropped the
regular season finale by a 70-60 score.
Kevin Lynam led La Salle with 16 points
while Jimmy Wright and Marc Upshaw
were high for Rhode Island with 18
apiece.
39
TEXAS A & M UNIVERSITY
at the Henderson Center, Huntington, WV
First-Round match-up — Marshall Memorial Tournament
Friday, December 10, 1982, 7:00 P.M.
Series Record
La Salle 2 Texas A & M
Location College Station, TX
Enrollment 35,500
Nickname Aggies
Colors Maroon & White
Conference Southwest
President Frank E. Vandiver




Head Coach Shelby Metcalf
Years and Record 19 years, 308-202




Last Met 1980 LSC-72 T-67
THE AGGIES
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Blunston, Lonniel SR C 6-8 220 Altair, TX
Bock, Roger FR C 6-9 232 Oxnard, CA
Brown, Kenny JR G 6-4 195 Memphis, TN
Clifford, Mike FR F 6-6 195 Round Rock, TX
Gilbert, Jimmie FR C 6-9 200 Huntsville, TX
Jones, Roy SR F 6-7 195 Austin, TX
Kirsner, Rob SO G 6-1 150 Boca Raton, FL
Lee, Doug FR G 6-4 180 Washington, IL
Lewis, Gary SO G 6-1 190 Tucson, AZ
McHenry, Lowell JR F 6-6 195 San Antonio, TX
Naulls, Tyren SR G 6-4 205 Los Angeles, CA
Reed, Rhett SO F 6-6 185 Alvin, TX
Riley, Claude SR F 6-10 215 Crockett, TX
Roberts, Reggie JR G 6-3 188 McKinney, TX
Tillman. Kent FR F 6-5 191 Dallas, TX
1982-83 TEXAS A&M SCHEDULE
November





8 at Louisiana State
10 & 11 Marshall Memorial Invitational
17 & 18 Montana Classic









26 at Texas Christian
Tf** m29 at Texas




16 Baylor Shelby Metcalf
21 St. Mary's Head Coach




5 at Texas Tech
1981-82 RESULTS (20-11)
109 Windsor 70
104 St. Edwards 57
81 Sam Houston 57
68 LSU 63
89 Oklahoma City 77
63 Illinois 76




51 Stephen F. Austin 45
60 TCU 54
47 Baylor 46



















LAST MEETING— DECEMBER 14, 1979
In the first round of the Cougar
Classic, the Explorers shot 20 of 25
from the foul line while A&M was but
one of two from the line for the margin
of victory. Michael Brooks scored 23
points in the 72-67 La Salle win.
MARSHALL UNIVERSITY
Possible Marshall Memorial Tournament Opponent
Huntington, WV
Series Record




Colors Green & White
Conference Southern
President Dr. Robert Hayes
Athletic Director Dr. Lynn Snyder
Publicity Mac Yates
Office Phone (304)696-5275
Home Phone (304) 523-9649
Head Coach Bob Zuffelato
Years and Record 3 years, 51-33
Asst. Coaches C. J. Wollum,
Jim Kelly, Stan Pelcher
Captains TBA
1981-82 Record 16-11










































27 St. Francis (N.Y.)
29 Brooklyn College
December
4 at West Virginia
10 & 11 Marshall Memorial Invitational
18 at Marquette
21 at Cincinnati
28 City College of New York
30 Eastern Michigan
January
3 University of Charleston
8 V.M.I.
13 Stetson
15 at The Citadel
17 at Furman





3 East Tennessee State
5 at UT-Chattanooga
7 at Western Carolina
12 Appalachian State










100 Armstrong State 91
91 West Virginia 78
83 Vermont 81
67 Oklahoma State 65
84 Furman 74
82 Michigan State 101
99 OhioWesleyan 71




60 Appalachian State 65
87 East Tennessee State 95
74 The Citadel 61
72 Western Carolina 74
59 Davidson 61
77 Furman 100
62 The Citadel 77
68 UT-Chattanooga 83
98 East Tennessee State 96
103 V.M.I. 67
105 Campbell 66
61 Appalachian State 49
92 Western Carolina 83
82 UT-Chattanooga 100
92 East Tennessee State 110
LAST MEETING-DECEMBER 12, 1970
La Salle's Ken Durrett. the 11th
leading scorer in the nation that year,
hit his 27 point average to lead the Ex-
plorers past Marshall by a 76-75 score.











Colors Seal Brown, Cardinal Red, & White
Conference Ivy League
President Howard Swearer




Head Coach Mike Cingiser
Years and Record 2 years, 5-21




Last Met First Meeting
February
THE BRUINS
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Bell. Howard SO G 6-3 180 Atlantic City, NJ
Brittain, Dave so F 6-7 210 East Palestine, OH
Bynum. Alex JR G 5-7 145 Hempstead, NY
Chapman, Bill SR F 6-4 190 East Elmhurst, NY
Cox, Andy SO F 6-6 192 Hamden, CT
Langs, Stark SO F-C 6-10 225 Grosse Point, Ml
McBride, John JR G-F 6-4 187 Bronx, NY
Mulder. Todd SO F 6-6 200 Brooklyn, NY
Samsen, Jeff JR G 6-3 178 New York, NY
1982-83 BROWN SCHEDULE
November





10 & 11 Marshall Memorial Invitational
14 at Rhode Island
28 at Stanford







4 at Dartmouth TTSf



















89 Rhode Island 95
72 Yale 76
76 Hofstra 91
69 Boston College 84
65 Providence 78
77 South Carolina 105
62 Florida Southern 78
76 Georgia Southern 87
96 Memphis State 106



















Saturday, December 18, 1982, 3:00 P.M.
at the Palestra, Philadelphia, PA
Series Record




Colors Red & Blue
Conference Ivy League, Big Five
President Sheldon Hackney
Athletic Director Charles Harris
Publicity Herb Hartnett
Office Phone (215)898-6128
Head Coach Craig Littlepage
Years and Record First Year





Last Met 1981 LSC-77 P-73
THE QUAKERS
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Arnolie, Anthony SO G 5-11 160 New Orleans, LA
Borrillo, Chris FR F 6-7 195 Denver. CO
Brown, Michael SR F 6-6 210 Las Vegas, NE
Lardner, David SR F 6-6 205 Auburn, CA
Larson, Eric FR F 6-5 205 Tallahassee, FL
Little, Paul SR F 6-5 185 Dorchester, MA
Maloney, Rick SO F 6-6 210 Newbury Park, CA
Mascioli, Scott SO G 6-3 165 Kingston, PA
May, George JR G 6-0 170 Philadelphia, PA
Noon, George SR C 6-8 230 Bel Air, MD
Oliphant, Willie JR G 6-3 175 Philadelphia, PA
Racine, Karl SO G 6-1 185 Washington, DC.
Rawlings, Avery SR F 6-8 210 Atlanta, GA
Severm, James FR C 6-9 220 Brownsville, TX
















































101 St Francis (PA) 71









56 St. Joseph's 79
75 La Salle 77














56 St. John's 66
LAST MEETING—JANUARY 19, 1982
Steve Black's 28 points led the Ex-
plorers to a 77-75 victory over the
Quakers. The loss was Penn's ninth
straight setback, setting a new school




Wednesday, December 22, 1982, 7:00 P.M.
at the Palestra, Philadelphia, PA
Series Record
La Salle 20 Niagara 15
Location Niagara University. NY
Enrollment 2,780
Nickname Purple Eagles
Colors Purple, White & Gold
Conference ECAC North
President Rev. John G. Nugent, CM.
Athletic Director Peter E. Lonergan
Office Phone (716)285-1212
Head Coach Pete Lonergan
Years and Record 2 years, 30-25
Asst. Coach Mike Daley
Captains TBA
1981-82 Record 19-10











22 at LA SALLE




















8 at Holy Cross










NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Alexander. Joe FR F 6-4 190 Toronto. Ont.
Blalock. Leon FR F 6-5V2 190 Dayton. OH
Blanzy. Jeff JR G 6-5Vz 190 Dearborn, Ml
Carter. Kevin SO F 6-4 195 Edgewater. MD
Curran. Mike JR G 6-3 185 Webster, NY
Henry. Gerry JR F 6-6 185 Orangeville. Ont.
Howse. Mike SR C-F 6-9 240 Williamsville. NY
Howse. Rich SO F 6-6 215 Williamsville. NY
Jonsson. Chris FR G 6-1 170 Ottawa. Ont.
Mitchell. Greg SO F 6-6 180 Ft. Washington. MD
Purdy, Ron SO G 6-3 170 Windsor, Ont.
Siegel. Paul SO G 6-2 165 Erie, PA
Townsend, Ricky JR F-G 6-4 195 Pittsburgh. PA
Watson. Lewis SO F 6-4 212 Roosevelt. NY
Watts, Reed FR G 6-0 150 Kent. OH
1981-82 RESULTS (19-9)
82 Buffalo State 70
75 SUNY at Buffalo 66




85 Western Michigan 73
72 Utah 64
49 Georgetown 77




87 Brockport State 71
87 Colgate 72
69 Boston University 67
85 Canisius 96
76 New Hampshire 74
81 St. Bonaventure 97
65 Drexel 76
92 Holy Cross 77
109 Vermont 78




105 New Hampshire 87
76 Canisius 75
59 Northeastern 82
LAST MEETING-JANUARY 12, 1981
La Salle battled back from a 12 point
second half deficit to tie the game and
send it into overtime and then defeat
the Purple Eagles 72-71. Don Word and
Kevin Lynam each had 18 points for La
Salle and James Speaks and Maurice




at the Milwaukee Arena, Milwaukee, Wl
First-Round match-up — Milwaukee Classic
Monday, December 27, 1982, 7:00 P.M.
Series Record




Colors Red & Black
Conference Metro
President Dr. Henry Winkler




Head Coach Ed Badger
Years and Record 4 years, 57-55
Asst. Coaches Ken Banaszek,
Harry Meeks, Don Smith
Captains TBA
1981-82 Record 15-12


















































205 East St. Louis, IL







































56 Northern Kentucky 42
73 Pepperdine 72
67 Wichita State 87







68 Cleveland State 64
75 Memphis State 107
58 Louisville 74
83 Loyola 72
63 Memphis State 70
51 Xavier 53
59 St. Louis 62
64 Virginia Tech 76




84 Florida State 83
76 St Louis 61
73 Florida State 71
92 VirginiaTech 106
LAST MEETING-DECEMBER 28, 1961
The Bearcats defeated the Explorers
in the second round of the ECAC Holi-
day Festival in New York by a 64-56
score. Cincinnati outscored La Salle
31-19 in the second half for the margin













Colors Royal Blue & Gold
Conference Independent
President Rev. John P. Raynor, S.J.
Athletic Director Hank Raymonds
Publicity (414)224-7447
Office Phone (414)224-7130
Head Coach Hank Raymonds
Years and Record 5 years, 107-40































NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Johnson. Dwayne SO F 6-6 190 Long Island City. NY
Johnson, Mandy so G 6-0 175 Jersey City, NJ
Lazzaretti, Vic FR C-F 6-8 220 Andover, MA
Marotta. Marc JR F 6-7 210 Pittsburgh, PA
Moore, Lloyd FR C 6-9 254 Clairton, PA
Newman, Paul FR F-C 6-8 215 Wheelersburg, OH
Reason, Terry SO F-G 6-5 175 Fresno, CA
Rivers, Glenn "Doc JR G 6-4 185 Maywood. IL
Schlundt. Terrell SR F 6-7 205 Antigo, Wl
Smolinski, Don JR F-G 6-5 185 Menasha, Wl
Trotter. Kerry PR F-G 6-6 190 Omaha, NE
1982-83 MARQUETTE SCHEDULE
December
1 Florida A & M






27 & 28 Milwaukee Class
January
2 at Creighton














































































Location Green Bay, Wisconsin
Enrollment 4,700
Nickname Phoenix
Colors Cardinal, Green & White
Conference Assn. of Mid-Continent Univ.
President Dr. Edward Weidner




Head Coach Dick Lien
Years and Record 1st year































































University of New Orleans
Dick Lien
Head Coach
27 & 28 Milwaukee Classic
January
3 & 4 Green Bay Classic
8 at Valparaiso
10 at Illinois-Chicago Circle
15 North Carolina-Wilmington
19 at Eastern Illinois
22 at Southwest Missouri State
25 UW-Parkside
27 at Campbell
29 at North Carolina-Wilmington
31 at Western Illinois
February











57 Ohio University 68
65 Wisconsin 77
59 UW-Oshkosh 46
23 Arkansas State 24
48 Michigan State 49
78 Georgia State 66
51 South Carolina State 50
48 South Florida 71
66 Butler 62
69 Valparaiso 62
64 Northern Iowa 54
58 Utica 47
45 Arkansas State 44
74 Ill-Chicago Circle 60
58 Valparaiso 49
61 Stetson 72
65 New Orleans 75
61 Northern Iowa 68
46 Cleveland State 49
62 George Mason 74
42 Baltimore 53
63 NC-Wilmington 57
65 Northern Michigan 61






Monday, January 3, 1983, 7:35 P.M.
at the E.A. Diddle Arena, Bowling Green, KY
Series Record
La Salle 13 Western Kentucky 15
Location Bowling Green, KY
Enrollment 13,002
Nickname Hilltoppers
Colors Red & White
Conference Sun Belt Conference
President Dr. Donald W. Zacharias
Athletic Director John Oldham
Publicity Paul Just
Office Phone (502) 745-4295
Home Phone (502)781-4852
Head Coach Clem Haskins
Years and Record 2 years, 40-18





31 at South Alabama
February




17 at South Florida

































Carver, Gary JR F 6-6 210 Clifty, KY 62 Duquesne 63
Gambrel. Ken SO F 6-7 230 Jackson, MS 71 Murray State 54
Giddy, Shawn SO C 7-0 220 Guin, AL 57 Morehead State 59
Gordon, Billy FR G 6-1 165 Jackson, MS 75 Eastern Kentucky 65
Hatcher. Ken JR F-G 6-6 200 Campbellsville, KY 65 Middle Tennessee 49
Johnson, Dennis SO G 6-2 195 Morganfield, KY 51 Tennessee Tech 50
Johnson, James FR G-F 6-5 190 Morganfield, KY 77 Akron 68
Bobby Jones JR G 5-10 165 Macon, GA 66 Youngstown State 59
Martin, Clarence FR F-C 6-8 220 Alexander City, AL 65 Dayton 57
Taylor, Johnny SO F-G 6-5 175 Cincinnati, OH 48 Austin Peay 46
Teater, Bryan JR G 6-4 175 Harrodsburg, KY 60 Murray State 63
White. Percy SR F-C 6-6V2 225 Oxon Hill, MD 61 Eastern Kentucky 34
























29 Rollins 52 Middle Tennessee 54
December 65 Purdue 72







LAST MEETING—JANUARY 10, 1979
Michael Brooks scored 21 points and
18 at Bi tier pulled 17 rebounds to lead the Ex-
21 at Dayton
29 & 30 Cotton States Classic
plorers
Palest
> to a 90-66 win in a sold-out




AMP and 14 rebounds to the explorer cause.
)om nion Weste rn Kentucky shot only 39 percent
9 at North Carolina-Charlotte from the floor in the game.
48
DUKE UNIVERSITY
Saturday, January 8, 1983, 9:00 P.M.
at the Palestra, Philadelphia, PA
Series Record




Colors Blue & White
Conference Atlantic Coast
President Terry Sanford




Head Coach Mike Krzyzewski
Years and Record 2 years, 27-30
Asst. Coaches Bobby Dwyer,




22 at North Carolina
26 at North Carolina State
29 Clemson
February
2 William & Mary
5 at Virginia

















Last Met . . . .1981 LSC-55D-61
76
55
THE BLUEDEVILS 70 Appalachian State 75






Alarie, Mark FR F 6-8 216 Scotsdale, AZ 70 South Carolina 57
Anderson, Todd SO F 6-9 220 Golden Valley, MN 73 Davidson 75
Bilas, Jay FR F 6-8 215 Rolling Hills Estates, CA 72 Auburn 71
Bryan, Jay SO F 6-8 215 Lakewood, CO 61 Louisville 99
Dawkins, Johnny FR G 6-2 160 Rockville, MD 80 Rutgers 61
Emma, Tom SR G 6-2 175 Manhasset, NY 36 Maryland 40
Engelland, Chip SR G 6-4 180 Pacific Palisades, CA 48 Wake Forest 58
Henderson, David FR G 6-5 190 Manson, NC 63 North Carolina 73
Jackman, Bill FR F 6-8V2 215 Grant, NE 49 North Carolina State 48
McNeely, Doug JR G 6-5 200 El Paso. TX 50 Clemson 44
Meagher, Dan SO F 6-7 200 St. Catharines, Ontario 66 Holy Cross 60
Tissaw, Mike SR F 6-8 220 Fairfax, VA 65 Virginia 77
Wendt, Greg SO G 6-6 200 Livonia, Ml 47 Georgia Tech 46






1982 81 Stetson 68
November
71 Wake Forest 86



























The Blue Devils handed La Sail e a
nderbilt 61-55 loss in the season opener for the
1
14 Davie son Explorers. Tom Piotrowski 's eig hi fo r
29 New Hampshire ten shooting from the floor and ei(=)h re
January bounds kept La Salle in the game dowr
3 George IV ason the stretch, but it was not enouah Aller
5 Wagner
8 at LA SALLE Williams led Duke with 20 points w mle





Wednesday, January 12, 1983, 8:00 P.M.






Colors Gold, Black, & White
Conference ECC (East)
President Dr. Hoke L. Smith




Head Coach Vince Angotti
Years and Record 15 years, 224-157










NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Bruce. James FR G 5-10 170 Baltimore, MD
Bunsavage. Steffan FR F 6-8 185 Richmond, VA
Cooley, Mark SR F 6-5 200 Baltimore, MD
Dieter, Glenn SO F 6-7 205 Springfield, VA
Gorham, Kenny FR F-G 6-3 190 Washington, DC
Hendricks, Dereck SO C-F 6-10 210 Baltimore, MD
Jackson. Ricky FR G 5-10 165 York, PA
Jones, Donald JR C-F 6-9 215 Baltimore, MD
Kay. Tom FR G 6-2 170 Toms River, NJ
Leslie, Donald SR G 6-2 175 Baltimore. MD
McClinton. Greg SO F 6-7 205 Harrisburg, PA
Page, Rica SO G 6-0 155 Rockville, MD






3 & 4 Crab Cake Festival



















































66 U. of Maine













96 St. Francis (PA)
85 Fairleigh-Dickinson

































Saturday, January 15, 1983, 5:00 P.M.
at the Palestra, Philadelphia, PA
Duquesne
Series Record




Colors Red & Blue
Conference Atlantic 10
President Rev. Donald S. Nesti




Head Coach Jim Satalin
Years and Record First Year


























































3 Univ. of Nevada (at Las Vegas)
11 at Maryland
14 Brockport State College
17 & 18 at Kentucky Tournament





















5 at St. Bonaventure
12 at Temple
14 George Washington
17 St. Francis College
20 at Penn State
22 Rutgers
24 at Massachusetts
26 at Rhode Island
March
2 West Virginia




72 Indiana (PA) 57
58 Robert Morris 52
59 Massachusetts 60
76 Niagara 58
40 George Washington 42
60 Cincinnati 79
61 Detroit 65
63 Western Kentucky 62
53 St. Bonaventure 57
55 Massachusetts 57
82 Rhode Island 72
72 Pitt 62
65 West Virginia 75
79 Old Dominion 75
82 St. Francis 71
79 La Salle 80
76 George Washington 63
56 Rutgers 50
69 Penn State 74




64 St. Bonaventure 66
61 Dayton 71
73 Rhode Island 66
64 Pitt 66
LAST MEETING-JANUARY 30, 1982
An incredible fall-away jumper from
the baseline by Steve Black with six
seconds remaining, and his subsequent
free throw proved the margin of victory
in an 80-79 win for La Salle. Black




Saturday, January 22, 1983, 9:00 P.M.
at the Palestra, Philadelphia, PA
Series Record




Colors Blue & White
Conference Big East
President Rev. John M. Driscoll, O.S.A.




Head Coach Roland V. Massimino
Years and Record 9 years, 160-107
Asst. Coaches Mitch Buonaguro,
Paul Cormier, Marty Marbach
Captains TBA
1981-82 Record 24-8
Last Met 1982 LSC-82 V-117
THE WILDCATS
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Dobbs. Frank JR G 6-4 Va 195 Pittsburgh. PA
Enright, Michael JR G 6-0 165 Ridgefield, CT
Everson, Chuck FR C 6-11 230 Brentwood, NY
Granger. Stewart SR G 6-3 190 Brooklyn, NY
Harrington, Brian SO G 6-0 155 Yonkers, NY
Lutschaunig, Martin SR G 6-1 160 W. Long Branch, NJ
Maker, Wyatt FR F 6-10 230 Salinas. CA
Massimino, Roland FR G 6-2 170 Broomall. PA
McClain, Dwayne SO G 6-6 185 Worcester, MA
McKenna, Kevin SR G 5-11 160 King of Prussia, PA
McLain, Gary SO G 6-1 170 Hempstead, NY
Mulquin, Mike SR F 6-7 220 Rockville, MD
Pinckney, Ed SO F 6-10 200 Bronx, NY
Pinone, John SR C 6-8 230 Wethersfield, CT
Pressley. Harold FR F 6-7 180 Mystic, CT










29 & 30 Cabrillo Classic
January




19 Seton Hall (Meadowlands)
22 LA SALLE





5 at Boston College JT ^m
8 Connecticut a -M
11 Pittsburgh 3 fl
13 at North Carolina S m
16 at Providence ^L
19 at Connecticut B








93 St. Francis (NY) 63
97 Boston College 75
65 Providence 54
75 Pennsylvania 61




89 St. John's 94
54 Boston College 53
84 Syracuse 83
64 St. John's 62
71 Seton Hall 70
48 Notre Dame 46
51 Connecticut 53
56 Georgetown 72
117 La Salle 82
64 St. Joseph's 84
72 Georgetown 83
81 Maine 65
66 Seton Hall 53




88 Seton Hall 73
74 Boston College 71
54 Georgetown 72
76 Northeastern 72
70 Memphis State 66
60 North Carolina 70
LAST MEETING—JANUARY 27, 1982
La Salle turned the ball over 26 times
as the Wildcats devasted the Explorers
117-82. Every Wildcat scored in the
game except one, while John Pinone
led the team with 22 points. Steve Black
scored 19 for La Salle. Villanova's 49
field goals were the most ever scored in
a single game against La Salle.
HOFSTRA UNIVERSITY
Wednesday, January 26, 1983, 5:00 P.M.
at the Palestra, Philadelphia, PA
Series Record




Colors Blue & Gold
Conference ECC (East)
President Dr. James M. Shuart




Head Coach Dick Berg
Years and Record 14 years, 299-1 1
1




Last Met 1981 LSC-67 HU-64
THE FLYING DUTCHMEN
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Cleuss, Tim SR G 6-6 185 West Hempstead, NY
Glaser, Ken FR F 6-7 190 Fairway, KS
Grogan, Terry JR G 6-1 175 Windsor Locks, CT
Harvey, Eric SR G 6-2 180 West Hempstead, NY
Henry, Sylvester SO G 5-11 165 Brooklyn, NY
McPartland, Myles SO C-F 6-9 225 Westbury, NY
Minor, Charles SO F 6-7 190 Glen Arden, MD
Murphy, Luke FR F 6-6 210 Toledo, OH
Nicholas, Winston SR G 6-4 210 Cambria Heights, NY
Rankin, Chris SR F 6-5 220 Valley Stream, NY
Regan, Bill SR C 6-11 230 Uniondale, NY
Schreyer, Tom SO F 6-7 195 Lake Ronkonkoma, NY
Taylor, David SR C-F 6-8 225 Long Beach, NY
Weingard, Robbie SO G 5-10 160 Dix Hills, NY


































22 at Notre Dame
March







73 Fairleigh Dickinson 67
72 LIU 80
61 St. Francis (NY) 62
54 Dayton 77









80 Stony Brook 59
58 Loyola (MD) 59




64 La Salle 67
50 St. Joseph's 59
62 Niagara 64
71 Lafayette 64
57 St. Joseph's 65
LAST MEETING— FEBRUARY 16, 1982
Steve Black's 21 points carried the
Explorers to a key ECC victory in New
York. Black earned Hofstra's Outstan-
ding Visiting Player for his perfor-
mance. Three other Explorers hit
double-figures in the 67-64 win.
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CANISIUS COLLEGE
Saturday, January 29, 1983, 7:35 P.M.
at Memorial Auditorium, Buffalo, NY
















































. . Nicholas Macarchuk





. Bryan Carver, Mark Rzemek
1981-82 Record .... 19-8


















Becton, Ed JR F 6-7 210 St. Louis, M0 69 Western Michigan 67
Carver, Bryan SR C 6-6 210 Baltimore, MD 95 Fairfield 81
Hall, Laverne SO G 6-2 180 Buffalo, NY 72 Syracuse 90
Hall, Ray SO G 6-4 185 Buffalo, NY 78 Vermont 63
Martinsen, Gregg SO F 6-5 200 Brooklyn, NY 71 St. Bonaventure 67
Russell, Derrick FR F 6-6 175 Cleveland, OH 104 Mercyhurst 74
Rzemek, Mark SR F 6-8 225 Cheektowaga, NY 82 Holy Cross 80
Sharp, Derek FR G 6-1 180 Columbus, OH 73 Maryland 91
Smrek, Mike SO C 7-0 251 Port Robinson, Ont. 96 Niagara 85
Stringfellow, Lee JR F 6-9 205 St. Louis, M0 82 Cornell 63
Trivisonno, Mike SO G 5-10 170 Cleveland, OH 85 St. Francis (PA) 75













































.AST MEETING-FEBRUARY 3, 1982
The Explorers ran out to a 52-26 first
h alf lead and coasted to a 102-76 win at
the Palestra. Tom Piotrowski scored a
8 New Orleans career high 27 points a nd Steve Black
12 at Notre Dame added 26 as Coach "Lefty" Ervin
15 at Niagara
17 Vermont
c eared the bench.
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RIDER COLLEGE
Monday, January 31, 1983, 8:00 P.M.
at Hayman Hall, Philadelphia, PA
Series Record




Colors Purple & Gold
Conference ECC (West)
President Dr. Frank N. Elliott




Head Coach John B. Carpenter
Years and Record 16 years, 202-216
Asst. Coaches Tom Kaczor, Ray Wilson
Captains TBA
1981-82 Record 11-16









































THE BRONCS 1981-82 RESULTS (11-16)
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
54 Penn State 70
Bennof, Mike SO F-G 6-5 190 Washington, D.C. 53 St. Joseph's 76
Bolger, Jim so F-G 6-5 190 King of Prussia, PA 83 US Merchant Marine Academy 68
Brown, Jeff SR F-C 6-6 195 Cherry Hill, NJ 49 Trenton State 54
Burke, Ray JR F-G 6-3 170 Brooklyn, NY 52 American 81
Carter, Kim JR F-C 6-6 205 Pottstown, PA 72 Temple 88
Felder, Ivan SO F 6-6 210 Philadelphia, PA 69 Loyola 53
Gantt, Wayne JR F 6-5 220 Toms River, NJ 60 Delaware State 69
Grant, David JR F-C 6-6 200 Hartford, CT 57 Rutgers 89
Hammer, Craig FR G 6-1 190 Hatboro, PA 66 Delaware State 70
Lamar, Derrick SO F 6-6 185 Paterson, NJ 56 Utica 49
Lee, Fred JR G 6-1 165 Philadelphia, PA 80 Gettysburg 40
Lonetto, Matt JR G 5-10 160 Runnemede, NJ 70 La Salle 79
Miller, Derrick JR F-C 6-6 210 Philadelphia, PA 52 Hofstra 59
O'Hara, Tom SR G 6-3 195 Springfield, PA 56 Wake Forest 92
Poveromo, Rich SR C 6-8 215 Piscataway, NJ 69 Lehigh 53
Sheehan, Jack FR G 6-3 190 Washington, DC 79 Lafayette 74









30 at North Carolina-Charlotte
December
4 Upsala














Albert Butts led a balanced scoring
attack with 14 points and also pulled 19
rebounds to lead the Explorers to a
79-70 win at Lawrenceville. Tom
Piotrowski scored 13 points while Steve
Black and Dallas Philson chipped in







Wednesday, February 2, 1983, 8:00 P.M.
at the Athletic & Convocation Center, Notre Dame, IN
9 Bucknell
Series Record at Maryland ^H^30 at UCLA 4ti&r^ fc
La Salle 2 Notre Dame 9
-ebruary ^HI
Location .... . . . Notre Dame, IN 2 LA SALLE 1 r
"
n
Enrollment : . 8,750 5 South Carolina V
Nickname . . .... Fighting Irish at Fordham V
Colors Gold & Blue 2 at North Carolina State a 7
Conference . Independent 6 at Pittsburgh
President. .
.
.Re v. Theodore IvI.Hesburgh, C.S.C. 21 Akron Richard Phelps
Athletic Director . ... Eugene F. Corrigan 22 Hofstra
neau ^vaun
Publicity .... Roger 0. Valdiserri 26 at DePaul
Office Phone (219)239-7516 Ivlar^h
Home Phone f219> 277-0695 3 Seton Hall
Head Coach . .'. .R ichard "Digger" Phelps 7 Dayton
Years and Record .11 years, 216-101 Northern Iowa
Asst. Coach . . . Pete
Jirr Baron, John Shumate 1981-82 RESULTS (10-17)
Captain John Paxson
1981-82 Record . , 10-17 82 St. Joseph's 52






54 Murray State 56
THE FIGHTING 65 N. Illinois 70






Andree, Tim SR C 6-10 230 Farmington, Ml 70 Missouri 92
Barlow. Ken FR F-C 6-10 205 Indianapolis, IN
61 La Salle 66
Buchanan. Joe FR G 6-2 195 Seattle, WA 54 Virginia
San Francisco
87
Dolan, Jim FR F 6-8 220 Toms River, NJ 55 57
Duff. Dan SO G 6-0 187 Lincoln, IL 59 Davidson 45
Kempton. Tim FR F 6-9 225 Oyster Bay, NY 46 Villanova 48
Love, Karl SR G-F 6-4 180 Columbia, MD 55 Maryland
Idaho
51
Paxson, John SR G 6-2 180 Kettering, OH 50 48
Price, Joe FR G-F 6-5 190 Marion, IN 79 Maine 55
Rowan, Ron SO G 6-5 185 Beaver Falls, PA 62 Marquette
San Francisco
70
Rucker, Cecil JR F 6-8 190 Washington, DC 75 66
Sluby. Tom JR G 6-4 200 Washington, DC 47 UCLA 48
Spencer, Barry JR F 6-7 195 Detroit, Ml 42 N. Carolina State 62




























Steve Black scored 16 Of his game
h high 20 points in the second h alt as the
22 Valparaiso Explorers defeated the rish 66-61. It
30 William & Mary marked the second time n th ree years




Tom Piotrowski, Albert Buttsand Dall as
Philson each added 11 poi nts for the Ex-




Saturday, February 5, 1983, 7:00 P.M.
at the Palestra, Philadelphia, PA
Series Record




Colors Crimson & Gray
Conference Atlantic 10
President Rev. Donald I. MacLean, S.J.




Head Coach James J. "Jim" Boyle
Years and Record 1 year, 25-5
Asst. Coach Brad Greenberg,
Rod Baker, Mark Dearborn
Captains TBA
1981-82 Record 25-5






























185 Sharon Hill, PA
200 Merion, PA
235 Philadelphia, PA
180 Cherry Hill, NJ
195 Blue Bell, PA








1982-83 ST. JOSEPH'S SCHEDULE
December




17 & 18 Atlantic City Classic (Atlantic City, NJ)
21 at Bradley


















































60 Virginia Commonwealth 52
84 Villanova 64
44 DePaul 46
69 Old Dominion 63
93 Drexel 71





83 La Salle 71
75 Drexel 65
62 Northeastern 63
LAST MEETING—MARCH 5, 1982
The Explorers season came to an end
as St. Joe's defeated La Salle 83-71 in
the semi-finals of the ECC Champion-
ships. Lonnie McFarlan's 26 points ig-
nited the Hawks in the second half.
Steve Black led La Salle with 17 points
and Ralph Lewis added 14.
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XAVIER UNIVERSITY
Wednesday, February 9, 1983, 7:35 P.M.




at Oral Roberts A
|
|





Enrollment . . 6,475 !
Nickname . . Musketeers 7 at Butler i^J^fci
Colors Blue & White 9 LA SALLE ^[t1Conference
.
. . Midwestern City 16 at Evansville IB
President . . . . Fr. Charles Currie 19 Detroit Bob Staak





Publicity .... Tom Usher
Office Phone (513)745-3416 28 Oklahoma City
Home Phone (513)231-6092 March
Head Coach BobStaak 2 Niagara
Years and Re :ord 3 years, 28-54
Jim Chellis,
5 at St. Louis
Asst. Coach
Wayne Morgan, Harry Krown 1981-82 RESULTS (8-20)
Captain Steve Wolf
55 St. John's 75
1981-82 Record . 8-20
58 Detroit 72
Last Met . . . . . .1 980-81 LSC-70X-65
33 Union 63
THE MUSKETEERS 50 Holy Cross 66
72 Georgia State 59
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN 51 Dayton 62
Bailey, Dexter JR F 6-4 187 Cincinnati. OH 57 Georgia State 56
Drew, Steve SO G 6-1 175 Cincinnati, OH 71 Texas 97
Fleming, Victor JR G 6-6 170 Long Island City, NY 59 Air Force 65
Hanley, Jon SR F 6-8 210 Norristown, PA 48 Middle Tennessee State 69
Harris, Richard FR F 6-6 190 Long Island City, NY 52 Evansville 82
Hicks, Anthony SR G 6-0 175 Birmingham, AL 52 Butler 73
Jenkins, Jeff JR F 6-8 195 Newark, NJ 78 Cleveland State 93
Johnson, Eddie SO F-C 6-8 225 Baltimore, MD 64 Detroit 73
Jones, Paul SR G 6-0 175 Cincinnati, OH 50 Marquette 63
Kelley, John SO F 6-9 200 Palatine, IL 28 Oklahoma City 30
Lee. Ralph FR G 6-3 165 Baltimore, MD 53 Cincinnati 51
McBnde, Walter FR G 6-4 185 Cincinnati, OH 67 Loyola 83
Meyer, Ken SO C 6-9 210 Lisle, IL 77 Oral Roberts 94
Noble, Brad FR C 6-9 240 Philadelphia, PA 73 Evansville 76
Shimko, John JR G-F 6-5 195 Cleveland, OH 72 Butler 53






1982- 67 Oklahoma City 70
71 Oral Roberts 91
November 84 Central State 78
29 Union 74 Oral Roberts 71
December 69 Loyola 77




11 at Dc LAST MEETING-DECEMBER 10, 1981
22 Miami The Explorers made the most of free
30 Thomas More throw opportunities to defeat Xav er
January 70-65. La Salle made 24 of 35 free
3 at Middle Tennessee State throws while the Musketeers reached
8 at Marquette
11 Eastern Ken tucky the charity stripe only 11 times conver-
15 Evansvill e ting nine. Stanley Williams scored 17 to
17 Butler lead La Salle while Xavier's Jon Hanley
22 at Detroit led all scorers with 24.
24 Loyo la
ncin nat i26 at Ci
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UNIVERSITY OF DAYTON
Saturday, February 12, 1983, 9:00 P.M.
at the Palestra, Philadelphia, PA
f^TERCOLLEGlATT)
Series Record




Colors Red & Blue
Conference Independent
President Brother Raymond L. Fitz, S.M.




Head Coach Don Donoher
Years and Record 18 years, 324-181
Asst. Coaches Jack Butler, Dan Hipsher
Captains Kevin Conrad, Mike Byrd,
Mike Reichert
1981-82 Record 21-9
Last Met 1981-82 LSC-77 D-84
February
fHE FLYERS
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Byrd, Mike SR G 6-2 174 South Lebanon, OH
Chapman, Roosevelt JR F 6-4 195 Brooklyn, NY
Conrad, Kevin SR G 6-1 175 Glen Ellyn, IL
Dahlinghaus, Rory FR C 6-8 190 Maria Stein, OH
Goodwin, Damon FR F 6-6 198 St. Marys, OH
Harris, Ted SO G 6-1 177 Kettering, OH
Hawkins, Paul JR F 6-3 170 Dayton, OH
Reichert, Mike SR C 6-8 220 Montezuma, OH
Schellenberg, Larry SO F 6-3 190 Floyds Knobs, IN
Shields, Jim FR C 6-8 215 Parma, OH
Tressler, Jeff FR C 6-11 189 Columbus, Oh
Young, Ed FR F-C 6-7 190 Upper Sandusky, OH
















































































































LAST MEETING— FEBRUARY 6, 1982
A 26 point, 16 rebound effort by Ralph
Lewis was not enough as La Salle drop-
ped an 84-77 decision at Dayton.
Roosevelt Chapman scored 22 of his
team high 24 points in the second half
to lead the Flyers.
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LEHIGH UNIVERSITY
Wednesday, February 16, 1983, 8:00 P.M.
at Stabler Center, Bethlehem, PA
Series Record




Colors Brown & White
Conference ECC
President Dr. Peter W. Likins




Head Coach Brian Hill
Years and Record 7 years, 65-115
Asst. Coach Sal Mentesana
Captains Fred Ketcho, Brian Collins
1981-82 Record 9-17
Last Met 1982 LSC-94 L-69
THE ENGINEERS
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Andreychik, David SR G 6-2 185 Lake Ariel. PA
Androlewicz, Mike FR G 6-3 170 Turnersville, NJ
Belson. Bill SO G 6-2 175 Berkley Heights, NJ
Boesch. Bill SO G 6-2 170 Hyde Park, NY
Chance, Tom SO F 6-4 200 Bronx, NY
Chrabascz, Carl FR F 6-7 200 Ware, MA
Collins, Brian SR F 6-8 210 Manville, NJ
Kamin. Rick SR F 6-4 185 Churchville, PA
Ketcho. Fred SR G 6-3 190 Wood-Ridge, NJ
Moran, Terry JR C 6-9 210 Baltimore, MD
Pauley, Tom SR G 6-2 170 Phoenixville. PA











































































LAST MEETING— FEBRUARY 8, 1982
The Explorers ran their all-time record
against the Engineers to 13-1 with a
94-69 win in Hayman Hall. Steve Black
scored 16 of his game high 22 points in
the second half to break open a 39-33
half-time score. Charles Blue was high
for Lehigh with 16 points.
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AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
Saturday, February 19, 1983, 8:00 P.M.
at Fort Meyer, Washington, D.C.
Series Record February
2 Drexel i m
La Salle 13 American 6 5 at Lafayette w*y
Location . . . .Washington, D.C. 9 at Navy \&^+M





LA SALLE **JANickname . . EaglesColors .Red. White & Blue
Conference . ECC 26 at Fairfield Ed Tapscott
President . . . ..Dr Richard L. Vaughn March Head Coach
Athletic Director . . . . Robert Frailey 2 at Wagner
Publicity. . . . . .Terry L. Cornwell
. . . .(202)686-2562
4 at Hofstra
Office Phone
Home Phone 1981-82 RESULTS (21-9)





Years and Rec;ord First Ypar 67
Asst. Coache . Fran Dunphv. Chris Knoche 65















Last Met .... .1982LSC69A-87 59
71
THE EAGLES 70 UNC-Wilmington 59
70 South Alabama 66
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN 75 Drexel 81
Adams, Andre SR F 6-8 205 Washington. D.C. 87 La Salle 69
Aunon, Fernando JR F 6-7 190 Fairfax, VA 92 Bucknell 75
Austin, Gordon SR G 5-11 180 Linden, NJ 63 Lafayette 54
Daniels. Joe SR G 6-3 180 Silver Spring, MD 89 Delaware 58
Jones. Juan SR C 6-6 200 Washington, D.C. 85 Lehigh 70
Lutz, Jim SO G-F 6-5 185 Easton, PA 55 George Washington 47
Nesmith, Steve SO G-F 6-5 185 Philadelphia, PA 65 William & Mary 64
Nickens, Mark SR G 6-5 200 Washington. D.C. 87 Hofstra 69
Ridley, David SR F 6-5 200 Washington, D.C. 84 Harvard 66
Samonsky, Jay SO G 5-11 165 Crofton. MD 86 Randolph-Macon 52
Sloane, Ed SR G 6-3 170 Washington, D.C. 81 Towson State 73
Springer, J.D. SO C 6-8 210 Roanoke. VA 68 West Chester 66
Swinton, Darnell FR G 5-10 170 Washington, D.C. 93 Navy 78
Wade. Michael JR G 6-3 175 Columbia, MD 101 Catholic 64






1982-8C 84 Lehigh 56
November
71 Rider 65








10 & 11 Manufacturers Hanover Classic
15 Georgetown
18 at George Washington
20 Randolf Macon




















LAST MEETING—JANUARY 12, 1982
American raced to a 53-38 half-time
lead and cruised to an 87-69 win at the
Palestra. Mark Nickens led five Eagles
in double-figures with 27 points. Dallas
Philson was high for the Explorers with
14 points. American was outscored
from the field 33-29 but made up the dif-
ference at the foul line where they hit
29 of 35. La Salle was only three of five.
61
.': i It <
LAFAYETTE COLLEGE
Wednesday, February 23, 1983, 8:00 P.M.
at Hayman Hall, Philadelphia, PA
Series Record




Colors Maroon & White
Conference ECC
President Dr. David W. Ellis
Athletic Director Olav B. Kollevoll
Publicity Craig R. Smith
Office Phone (215)230-5122
Home Phone (215)250-0807
Head Coach Will L Rackley
Years and Record 2 years, 27-28
Asst. Coach John Leone
Captains TBA
1981-82 Record 12-15
Last Met 1981-82 LSC-65 L-67
February
THE LEOPARDS
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Bennett, Doug JR G 6-1 175 Easton, PA
Bennett, Gary FR F 6-6 225 Philadelphia, PA
Brightful. Chet JR F 6-4 200 Baltimore, MD
Coalmon, John SO F 6-6 185 Bronx, NY
Duckett, Tony SO G 6-2 165 Brooklyn, NY
Furey, Tony SR F 6-6 220 Indianapolis, IN
Goetz, Allen JR F-C 6-7 210 Pittsburgh, PA
Harris, Jeff SO G 6-3 190 Weatherly, PA
Johnson, Ted JR F 6-8 205 Arlington, VA
Klinger, Karl SO C 6-11 225 Tri-Valley, PA
Morse, Stan SO G 6-3 155 Brooklyn, NY






3 & 4 at Stanford Tournament
8 at Hofstra
11 Rutgers





















2 Lehigh ^ - i
5 American m" wf^^b
9 at Delaware Arm
12 at Bucknell vfl
14 at Manhattan Will L. Rackley































































LAST MEETING-JANUARY 9, 1982
Mike Whitman scored 17 points to
give the Leopards their first ECC win of
the season. The 67-65 Lafayette win
gave the Explorers their first conference
loss of the year. Steve Black, Tom
Piotrowski and Brent Hagwood each
scored 15 points for La Salle.
TEMPLE UNIVERSITY
Saturday, February 26, 1983, 4:30 P.M.
at the Spectrum, Philadelphia, PA
Series Record




Colors Cherry & White
Conference Atlantic 10
President Peter J. Liacouras
Athletic Director Gavin White
Publicity Al Shrier
Office Phone (215) 787-7445
Home Phone (215)561-5656
Head Coach John Chaney
Years and Record First Year
Asst. Coaches Jim Maloney, Jay Norman
Captains TBA
1981-82 Record 19-8
Last Met 1982 LSC-72 T-86
February
THE OWLS
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Aguilar, Pete JR F 6-6 190 Bronx, NY
Baggot, Scott JR C 6-10 200 Cherry Hill, NJ
Clifton, Kevin FR F 6-6 170 Darby, PA
Coe, Ed SO G 6-3 170 Winston-Salem, NC
Forrester, Dwight SO F 6-6 196 Annapolis, MD
Hall, Granger JR F 6-8 175 Clayton, NJ
Jones, B.J. JR F 6-8 220 Wildwood, NJ
McLoughlin, Jim JR G 6-4 170 Collingdale, PA
McNish, Colin JR C 6-9 200 Newark, DE
Poplawski, Mark SO F 6-6 185 Glenolden, PA
Rayne, Charles SO G-F 6-5 187 Frankford, DE
Stansbury, Terence JR G 6-5 180 Wilmington, DE
Warfel, Steve JR F 6-7 175 Lancaster, PA
1982-83 TEMPLE SCHEDULE
November
30 at George Washington
December
3 & 4 Stanford Tournament
6 at Missouri
11 William & Mary
18 Villanova
28 & 29 Tangerine Bowl
January
6 Rhode Island











































































LAST MEETING-FEBRUARY 20, 1982
The Owls out rebounded La Salle 46 to
24 and rolled to an 86-72 win. Granger
Hall's 29 points led Temple. Tom
Piotrowski and Pete Tiano each tallied
16 for La Salle who played without




Wednesday, March 2, 1983, 7:00 P.M.
at the Physical Education Activities Center,
Philadelphia, PA
Series Record




Colors Navy Blue & Gold
Conference ECC (East)
President Dr. William W. Hagerty




Head Coach Eddie Burke
Years and Record 5 years, 76-61
Asst. Coaches Joe Rogers, Joe Cassidy
Captains John Siorek, Richard Congo
1981-82 Record 19-11
Last Met 1981-82 LSC-57 D-55
THE DRAGONS
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Anderson, Brian SR C 6-8 200 Pittsburgh, PA
Congo. Richard JR F 6-7 215 Philadelphia, PA
Fuller, Walter FR G 6-1 170 Yeadon, PA
Hickman, Charles SO F 6-7 190 Philadelphia, PA
Mclntyre, Michael SR F 6-7 200 Philadelphia, PA
Mitchell, Michael JR F 6-9 195 Aberdeen, MD
O'Brien, Christopher FR G 6-0 165 Philadelphia, PA
0'Loughlin. Robert JR G 6-0 165 Somerset, NJ
Petrone. Joseph SR F 6-4 190 Philadelphia, PA
Rymal, Thomas JR G 6-1 170 Philadelphia, PA









17 & 18 Juice Bowl Tournament
20 at Wake Forest
January
5 St. Francis (PA)










7 av Southwestern Louisiana
12 at Hofstra A
18 Allentown JMt VJ^
21 at Vermont m k<slt
23 at Bu cknell Eddie Burke





72 West Chester 64
74 Vermont 75
75 Bucknell 76
70 Boston University 76
76 St. Francis 67
50 Providence 61
55 Alaska 63







67 Loyola (MD) 73
68 Lafayette 64




71 St. Joseph's 93
78 Hofstra 63
51 Rider 52
77 Robert Morris 68




65 St. Joseph's 75
LAST MEETING— FEBRUARY 24, 1982
Steve Black, who did not start
because of a tender knee, came off the
bench to score 18 points to pace La
Salle in a 57-55 victory. The win gave the
Explorers a home-court advantage in
the first round of the ECC play-offs.





Saturday, March 5, 1983, 3:00 P.M.
at Patrick Gym, Burlington, VT
Series Record




Colors , Green & Gold
Conference ECAC (North)
President Lattie F. Coor
Athletic Director Denis Lambert
Publicity DickWhittier
Office Phone (802) 656-2005
Home Phone (802) 863-6028
Head Coach Bill Whitmore
Years and Record 1 year, 10-16




Last Met 1980 LSC-81 V-61
THE CATAMOUNTS
NAME CL POS HT WT HOMETOWN
Brown, Bill SO G 6-5 180 Dover, MA
Cole, Peter SR C 6-7 220 Medford, MA
Fairchild, Chris SO G 6-0 155 Willingboro. NJ
Hudson, Howard FR G 6-1 160 Laurelton, NY
Lee, Garland JR G 6-0 185 New York, NY
Pagano, Ed SO F 6-8 200 Riverdale, MD
Payne, George FR G 6-3 180 Harrisburg, PA
Moore, Jim SO G 6-3 175 Hoosick Falls, NY
O'Shea, Tom FR G 6-1 170 Wayland, MA
Simko, John FR F 6-6 205 Philadelphia. PA
Thompson, David SO F 6-10 195 Seneca Falls, NY
White, Randy SR G 5-8 150 Lincoln, Rl









20 & 21 Toledo Tournament
30 Fairfield
January
2 & 3 Dartmouth Tournament
5 at Utica
8 at St. Francis (NY)




























65 Pittsburgh State 53
73 Holy Cross 76
75 Drexel 74




71 St. Peter's 56
63 Canisius 78
74 Utica 57




67 Boston University 85
77 New Hampshire 76
79 Colgate 89
89 Fairleigh Dickinson 82
68 Towson State 76
67 Baltimore 74
78 Niagara 109
83 St. Michael's 89




LAST MEETING— DECEMBER 3, 1980
The Explorers started the 1980-81
season with a resounding 81-61 win in
Hayman Hall. Kevin Lynam led all
scorers with 20 points while Stanley




Dr. Raymond Heath VP, Student Affairs Dr. Peter Filicetti Chrmn., Athletic Comm.
Neil Curran Head Manager John Worgan Athletic Trainer Tom Sottile
John Dubyk Manager
1 5 :..*.
Micky McLaughlin Equipment Mgr. Chris Carabello Manager
E*M
I J Sj# '
Basketball Secy. Mary Fran Maginn Athletic Dept. Secy.
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LA SALLE COLLEGE PLAYERS
DRAFTED BY THE NBA
















1954 Jackie Moore Philadelphia
1954 Frank O'Hara Philadelphia^^ 1955 Tom Gola Philadelphia^n^ 1957 Alonzo Lewis Philadelphia
Mr ^A 1962 Bob McAteer St. Louis
1 J m 1963
Bill Raftery New York
1964 Frank Corace PhiladelphiaWif 1965 Curt Fromal Philadelphiaj|^ 1965 1 George Sutor KentuckyColonels
Larry Cannon
1st Round













1969 Bernie Williams San Diego
^^^ 1971 4 Bobby Fields Portland
^^T^L 1971 Ken Durrett Cincinnati
J&3 Ik 1973 Jim Crawford Philadelphiaf£l5 1975 Joe Bryant Golden StateWmZQM 1975 Billy Taylor Golden StatevSSFw 1977 Donn Wilber Portlandvi^j m 1980 Michael Brooks San Diego
im T 1980 James "Mo" Phoenix
Ken Durrett 1980
Connolly









'Played for Kentucky, Minnesota. Miami and
Carolina in the ABA.
?Played for Miami, Denver, Memphis and
Indiana in the ABA and Philadelphia in the
NBA.
3 Played for Washington, Virginia and Denver
in the ABA.








La Salle's Finest TOM GOLA
1954 PLAYER OF THE YEAR
Led La Salle to the 1952 NIT and 1954 NCAA Cham-
pionships
Averaged 20.8 points and 18.7 rebounds for his four
year career
Three-time collegiate All-America
Played in the NBA with the Philadelphia Warriors and
New York Knicks
Named All-Pro five times
La Salle teams compiled a 102-19 record in his four
years
Head coach of La Salle's 1969 team which finished 23-1
and ranked second in the nation
1969 Coach of the Year by New York and Philadelphia
Sports Writers
1979 NCAA Silver Anniversary Award Recipient
Member of: Madison Square Garden Hall of Fame
Pennsylvania Sports Hall of Fame
SPORT Magazine All-Time All-America Team
Helms College Basketball Hall of Fame
Holds the following La Salle records:
Points, season: 750 (24.1 avg.)
Field goals attempted, season: 624
Field goals attempted, career: 2222
Free throws attempted, season: 267
Free throws made, season: 202





1 980 PLAYER OF THE YEAR
7th on NCAA career scoring list
Leading all-time scorer at La Salle
All-America Teams: UPI. AP. Basketball Weekly, Med-
alist. Converse. United States Basketball
Writers Association. National Association of
Basketball Coaches. Basketball Times. Sport-
ing News. Citizens Savings
Member of 1980 United States Olympic Team
East Coast Conference "Player of the Year" 1980
United States Basketball Writers Association "Player of
the Year" 1980
Big 5 "Player of the Year" 1980
Widmer Eastern College "Player of the Year" 1980
National Association of Basketball Coaches "Player of
the Year" 1980
ECAC All-Decade Team (1970-79)
51 points vs Brigham Young was top scoring per-
formance by an NCAA Division I player in 1980
Holds the following La Salle records:
Points, career: 2628
Points, game: 51
Field goals made, career: 1064
Field goals made, season: 290
Field goals made, game: 24
Field goals attempted, game: 36
Field goal percentage, career: 53.8 (1064-1976)




DATE GAME GAME HOTEL PHONE
12/9 12/10-12/11 Marshall Tourney Holiday Inn (304) 697-7500
Huntington, WV
12/26 12/27-12/28 Milwaukee Classic Hyatt Regency (414) 276-1234
Milwaukee, Wl
1/2 1/3 Western Kentucky Holidome (502) 842-9453
Bowling Green. KY
1/28 1/29 Canisius Hilton (716) 845-5100
Buffalo. NY
2/1 2/2 Notre Dame Marriot (219) 234-2000
South Bend. IN
2/4 2/5 Vermont Sheraton (802) 862-6576
Burlington. VT
2/8 2/9 Xavier Stouffer's (513) 352-2141
Cincinnati. OH




12/8 Rhode Island 7:00 P.M. WCAU-AM
12/10 Texas A&M 7:00 P.M. WKBS-TV
12/18 Pennsylvania 3:00 P.M. WCAU-AM: PRISM
12/22 Niagara 7:00 P.M. WCAU-AM
1/3 Western Kentucky 7:35 P.M. WKBS-TV
1/8 Duke 9:00 P.M. WCAU-AM; WKBS-TV
1/22 Villanova 7:00 P.M. WCAU-AM; PRISM
1/29 Canisius 7:35 P.M. WKBS-TV
2/2 Notre Dame 8:00 P.M. WKBS-TV
2/5 St. Joseph's 7:00 P.M. WCAU-AM; PRISM
2/12 Dayton 9:00 P.M. WCAU-AM
2/26 Temple 7:00 P.M. WCAU-AM; PRISM
QAi.LLUE0C rr
1982-83 LA SALLE COLLEGE BASKETBALL SCHEDULE
DECEMBER
1 WEDNESDAY BUCKNELL HAYMAN HALL 8:00
4 Saturday Delaware Away 3:00
8 WEDNESDAY RHODE ISLAND PALESTRA 7:00
10 & Friday Marshall Tourney Huntington, WV 7:00
11 Saturday (Texas A&M, Brown
Marshall)
18 SATURDAY PENN PALESTRA 3:00
22 WEDNESDAY NIAGARA PALESTRA 7:00





3 Monday Western Kentucky Away 7:35
8 SATURDAY DUKE PALESTRA 9:00
12 WEDNESDAY TOWSON HAYMAN HALL 8:00
15 SATURDAY DUQUESNE PALESTRA 5:00
22 SATURDAY VILLANOVA PALESTRA 7:00
26 WEDNESDAY HOFSTRA PALESTRA 5:00




2 Wednesday Notre Dame Away 8:00
5 SATURDAY ST. JOSEPH'S PALESTRA 7:00
9 Wednesday Xavier Away 8:00
12 SATURDAY DAYTON PALESTRA 9:00
16 Wednesday Lehigh Away 8:00
19 Saturday American Away 8:00




2 Wednesday Drexel Away 7:00
5 Saturday Vermont Away 3:00
